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Abstract

With an electrified passenger transportation fleet, carbon dioxide emis-

sions could be reduced significantly depending on the electric power pro-

duction mix. Increased electric power consumption due to electric vehicle

charging demands of electric vehicle fleets may be met by increased amount

of renewable power production in the electrical systems. With electric vehicle

fleets in the transportation system there is a need for establishing an electric

vehicle charging infrastructure that distributes this power to the electric ve-

hicles. Depending on the amount of electric vehicles in the system and the

charging patterns, electric vehicle integration creates new quantities in the

overall load profile that may increase the load peaks. The electric vehicle

charging patterns are stochastic since they are affected by the travel behavior

of the driver and the charging opportunities which implies that an electric

vehicle introduction also will affect load variations. Increased load variation

and load peaks may create a need for upgrades in the grid infrastructure to

reduce losses, risks for overloads or damaging of components. However, with

well-designed incentives for electric vehicle users and electric vehicle charging,

the electric vehicles may be used as flexible loads that can help mitigate load

variations and load peaks in the power system.

The aim with this doctoral thesis is to investigate and quantify the impact

of electric vehicle charging on load profiles and load variations. Three key fac-

tors are identified when considering the impact of electric vehicle charging on

load profiles and load variations. The key factors are: The charging moment,

the charging need and the charging location. One of the conclusions in this

thesis is that the level of details and the approach to model these key factors

impact the estimations of the load profiles. The models that take into account

a high level of mobility details will be able to create a realistic estimation of a

future uncontrolled charging behavior, enabling for more accurate estimates of

the impact on load profiles and the potential of individual charging strategies

and external charging strategies. The thesis reviews and categorizes electric

vehicle charging models in previous research, and furthermore, introduces

new electric vehicle charging models to estimate the charging impact based

on charging patterns induced by passenger car travel behavior. The models

mainly consider EVC related to individual car travel behavior and induced

charging needs for plug-in-hybrid electric vehicles. Moreover, the thesis com-

ments on dynamic electric vehicle charging along electrified roads and also on

individual charging strategies.
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Sammanfattning

Med eldrivna personbilar kan koldioxidutsläpp reduceras kraftigt beroen-

de på sammansättningen av energikällor i elproduktionsmixen. Den ökande

elkonsumtionen som uppstår med eldrivna personbilar kan mötas med en ökad

mängd förnyelsebar elproduktion i elsystemet. Med en eldriven bilpark behö-

ver en laddningsinfrastruktur etableras för att det ska bli möjligt att distri-

buera elkraften till elbilarna. Beroende på antalet elbilar i systemet och deras

laddningmönster så kommer elbilsladdningen att innebära en ny påverkan

på elkonsumtionen som kan komma att öka elkonsumtionstopparna. Ladd-

ningsmönstren är stokastiska eftersom de beror av elbilsförares resvanor och

laddningsmöjligheter vilket betyder att en elbilsintroduktion också kommer

att påverka variationen i elkonsumtionen. En ökad variation i elkonsumtionen

och ökade elkonsumtionstoppar betyder att elnätets infrastruktur kan behöva

uppgraderas för att minska risken för förluster, överbelastningar eller skador

på komponenter i elnätet. Med en introduktion av väldesignade incitament

för elbilsanvändare så kan istället elbilarna och elbilsbatterierna underlätta

en flexibel elanvändning i elsystemet vilken kan minska elkonsumtionstoppar

och variationer i elkonsumtionen.

Syftet med denna avhandling är att undersöka och kvantifiera elbilsladd-

ningens påverkan på elkonsumtionen och variationer i elkonsumtionen. Tre

nyckelfaktorer som behöver beaktas när elbilsladdningens påverkan på elkon-

sumtionen och variationen i elkonsumtionen ska undersökas har identifierats.

Nyckelfaktorerna är: laddningstillfället, laddningsbehovet och laddningsplat-

sen. En av avhandlingens slutsatser är att detaljnivån i ansatsen när man

modellerar dessa nyckelfaktorer har en påverkan på uppskattningarna av el-

konsumtionsprofilerna. Det betyder att de modeller som beaktar en högre

grad av detaljer vid modelleringen av elbilsanvändningen resulterar i mer re-

alistiska uppskattningar av framtida laddningsmönster. Det innebär även att

en högre noggrannhet då kan uppnås i uppskattningarna av potentialen för

laddningsstrategier baserade på priskänslighet för flexibel elbilsanvändning

och även för laddningsstrategier baserade på extern kontroll. I avhandling-

en har en litteraturstudie gjorts där modeller för elbilsladdning i tidigare

forskning har kategoriserats. Dessutom så introduceras nya modeller för el-

bilsladdning i avhandlingen, vilka kan användas för att göra uppskattningar

av elbilsladdningens påverkan. Modellerna är baserade på laddningsmönster

som uppstår beroende på resevanor för personbilsanvändning och de beaktar

främst elbilsladdning som beror på individuella körmönster och laddningsbe-

hov för plug-in-hybrid-bilar. Vidare så beaktar avhandlingen också elvägar

och laddningsstrategier.
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Abbreviations
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter presents background information on the research area of this
thesis concerning electric vehicles and electric vehicle charging.

1.1 Background

Imagine a future world that contains electric vehicles (EVs) instead of in-
ternal combustion engine vehicles (ICEVs) on the roads. This would be a
future with a passenger transportation system with EVs enabling for keeping
individual passenger mobility and at the same time reducing and/or central-
izing emissions to electric power production sites. This would mean that the
dependence of using internal combustion engines (ICEs) for propulsion of
individual passenger vehicles would be reduced significantly. The transition
into an electrified passenger transportation system would create passenger
vehicle fleets dependent on electricity, which not necessarily has to be pro-
duced by fossil fuels. The increased consumption due to electric vehicle
charging (EVC) demands could be met by introducing an increased amount
of renewable power production such as wind power and solar power in the
electrical systems. This would lead to a sustainable passenger transporta-
tion system with less emissions and less noisy streets. With the technologies
of today, this transition is a possible and attractive opportunity, and if want-
ing to mitigate the increasing carbon dioxide emissions it may be a necessity
for passenger vehicle fleets in the world.

Compared to 1986 the number of passenger ICEVs in the world 2014 has
more than doubled and there is currently over a billion passenger cars in
operation in the world today [1]. This means at least one car for each 6th

inhabitant. However, the car ownership varies widely across different coun-

3
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tries. In Sweden there is around one car for each 2nd inhabitant, in USA

there is one car for each 13
10

d
inhabitant, while in China there is one car per

each 17th inhabitant and in India one car per each 56th inhabitant [1]. This
indicates that the number of passenger vehicles in the world might increase.
According to the International Energy Agency (IEA) the number of vehi-
cles in the world and the fuel use are expected to double once more until
2050 [2]. The increasing number of ICEVs on the roads increases emissions
and strengthens the dependence of oil as a resource. Transportation already
accounts for around one quarter of all energy usage, and the usage of ICEVs
is a leading cause for greenhouse gas emission such as carbon dioxide, and
a major source of urban pollution. In 2009, one eight of all energy-related
carbon dioxide emissions originated from passenger vehicles [3]. Based on
the power production mix these carbon dioxide emissions could be cut sig-
nificantly if all passenger cars were electricity-driven. In comparison to the
efficiency of ICEs of around 20% [4], when most of the energy transforms
into heat, the efficiency of electric motors is around 80-90% [5]. If all pas-
senger cars in the world would be electricity-driven, they would increase
total electricity consumption with around 1200 TWh/year, which is approx-
imately 5% [5]. If the electric power production mainly is based on fossil
fuels, for example coal, the use of EVs would not significantly decrease green-
house gas emissions. However, EVs offer the opportunity to help replacing
fossil oil as the main energy source for passenger vehicles to alternative en-
ergy sources such as electricity originating from renewable wind power, solar
power and hydro power.

In several sectors in Sweden there has been a decrease in fossil fuel use
during the last years, in industry the use has decreased with around 14%
and in housing the use has decrease with around 34% during the last 28
years, which is illustrated in Figure 1.1. However, there is one exception
and that is the transport sector, which uses nearly 100% fossil fuel, where
the decrease has been only 2% during these years. The transport sector by
itself contributes to a large share of the total energy use, more than 23%
in 2011, and the share has increased steadily since 1970, which is shown in
Figure 1.2. To mitigate this trend of increased fossil fuel use and emissions
from the transportation sector, measures have to be made. Sweden targets
have been set to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and a vision has been es-
tablished that Sweden should hold a car park independent of fossil fuels by
2030 [6]. One key factor to meet this vision is suggested to be an increased
amount of EVs [7]. EVs would emit around 0.02 kg of CO2 each km, if being
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charged from a grid with a power mix based on the Nordic production mix
with an CO2 emission of 0.10 kg/kWh [8] and an engine power consumption
of 0.2 kWh/km including losses. This can be compared to the emission of
between 0.10-0.15 kg of CO2 each km by today’s most efficient ICEVs [9].
Based on a yearly driving range of 10’000 km this would mean a yearly emis-
sion reduction from around 1500 kg of CO2 with an ICEV to around 200
kg CO2 with an EV. In Sweden the electric power production mix results in
CO2 emission of around 0.015-0.025 kg/kWh [8]. Theoretically and exclud-
ing any extra vehicle production cost this means that the CO2 emissions
in Sweden could be reduced with around 6.5 million tonnes each year if all
4.5 million passenger cars were driven by electricity. The additional power
production needed, around 12 TWh [10], to meet the EVC demand could
result in more or less emissions depending on energy resource.
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Figure 1.1: Share of fossil fuel use out of the total energy usage in different sectors
in Sweden [11].

1.2 The electric vehicle history

When mentioning the integration of EVs in the electric system as an area
of research work, the response is often: ’That’s a hot topic’ (2014). How-
ever, EVs have been around for more than 100 years. The history of EVs
includes several achievements from the 19th century up until today. Some
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Figure 1.2: Share of transportation related energy use out of total energy usage in
Sweden [12].

of the main breakthroughs are mentioned here. A summary of the history
is presented in [13] where it is written that the first primary battery of sil-
ver and zinc electrodes was constructed by Alessandro Volta in 1800. After
electromagnetic discoveries, Michael Faraday was in 1831 able to construct
the first electric motor and in 1869 Zenobe Theophile Gramme presented
the first commercial electric motor. In 1879 Thomas Edison demonstrated
an electrical distribution system allowing for a charging infrastructure. In
1860 Gaston Plante presented a rechargeable lead-acid battery which was
improved by Camille Faure in 1881 and by Edmund Julien in 1888. In 1895
the process for vulcanization of rubber was discovered by Charles Goodyear,
so that air driven tires could be used for passenger vehicle starting in 1895.
In 1882 the first passenger EV, the tricycle, was constructed by W. E. Ayr-
ton and John Perry, with an estimated driving range of 32 km and top speed
of about 14 km/h using Faure battery cells. The Electric Vehicle Company
of Colonel Pope was first in the world to mass produce passenger vehicles
and in 1899 they received an order for 1600 electric taxis from the Electric
Vehicle Company of New York City. In 1900 around 4’200 automobiles were
sold, out of which 40% were steam powered, 38% were electric powered and
22% were gasoline powered, and around 1912 there was 33’842 EVs regis-
tered in USA [4]. With the development of the electric self-starter for the
ICEVs, first put in production 1912 [14], the interest for EV development di-
minished [15]. Electric-gasoline hybrid passenger vehicles were built but the
ICEVs overcame the competition, and in 1935 the Detroit Electric Company
made their last passenger EV, and in 1955, 150 Renault cars were converted
to EVs which were not sold out even after 20 years [13]. In 1965 new tech-
nique was developed and the passenger vehicle Electrovair was created by
General Motors with a range of 64-128 km, but the batteries were heavy, re-
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quired long charging time, had costly components, a difficult cooling system
and a short cycle lifetime [15]. Most of the early work on EVs by General
Motors in the 1950s and 1960s was due to concern for increased gasoline
prices [15]. During the oil crisis in 1973 the rising price made EVs interest-
ing, but in the late 1970s and in the 1980s the gasoline price was no longer
a concern for the EV development, however, the concern for environmental
pollution continued to contribute [15]. With increasing pollution and smog
partly due to ICEVs in cities such as Los Angeles, standards were estab-
lished to limit these emissions affecting also the ICE development towards
more efficiency and use of the catalytic converter [14]. The environmental
concern strengthened the interest in EVs, but the most promising batteries
back then, the lead-acid battery, had limitations. Even the lead-acid bat-
teries of today have an energy storage capability of only around 50 Wh/kg
compared to 12’500 Wh/kg for gasoline [4]. In 1996 the EV1 was for sale or
lease in California and Arizona with lead-acid batteries and a range of 32-48
km [4]. In 1999 these batteries where replaced with nickel metal hydride bat-
teries (NiMH) with a longer range but at higher cost which resulted in that
General Motors had to withdraw the vehicle from the market which created
public reactions and the movie ’Who killed the EV1’ [16], was produced. In
1997 Toyota made the Prius Hybrid with NiMH batteries, which resulted in
a high vehicle cost but a lowered fuel economy rating of about 50% than sim-
ilar size and performance ICEVs, which contributes to an environmentally
friendly vehicle publicity [14].

1.3 Electric vehicles today

Although EVs have existed for such a long time, they have been almost un-
noticeable on the streets since disappearing in the competition with ICEVs
in the early 1900s. During the last twenty years and today (2014) there
has however been a growing interest in the EV technology again, due to
environmental concerns such as pollution, the impact on global warming,
and economic concerns such as the dependence of foreign fossil oil. These
concerns altogether drive the development of EVs. Currently there are sev-
eral types of EVs on the market. First, there is the pure EV that has an
electric motor which is run by electricity from a battery that can be charged
from the power grid, also denoted as the plug-in electric vehicle (PEV). Sec-
ond, there is the hybrid electric vehicle (HEV), with both an electric motor
and an internal combustion engine (ICE) that charges the battery. The
HEV is constructed without any opportunity to externally charge the bat-
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tery from the power grid. Third, there is the plug-in hybrid electric vehicle
(PHEV), that both have an electric motor run by electricity from a battery,
which can be externally charged from the power grid, and in addition, also
a second engine using a second fuel for propulsion, commonly an ICE. Com-
bination solutions such as the HEV and the PHEV allow smaller battery
sizes without decreasing the range. The EVs of interest in this thesis are
the ones with opportunity to externally charge the battery from the power
grid, thus PEVs and PHEVs. Around one hundred kinds of EVs that can
be charged from the power grid are currently announced or available on the
market, however, EVs in use today are only representing a small share of
all passenger vehicles, and manufacturers need to change production plans
continuously due to a relatively small market demand [4]. In 2011 there
were 40’000 EVs/PHEVs sold worldwide and in 2012 there were 180’000
sold [17]. The around 200’000 EVs in traffic in the world today consist of a
share of around 0.02% of the total passenger car fleet [1]. In Sweden around
3’824 passenger EVs were registered from January 2011 to April 2014 [18],
representing around 0.08% of the total Swedish passenger vehicle fleet of 4.5
million. This can be compared to the total amount of 26’886 in Norway,
March 2014, which represents a share of 1% of the total amount [19].

1.4 Consumer concerns

Consumer concerns are mainly the high initial cost of the EV that is cre-
ated by the battery expenses. EVs are between around 40’000-110’000 SEK,
(4’220-13’000 e), or even up to 200’000 SEK [20] more expensive than ICE
versions of the cars. A further concern is ’range anxiety’ that is expected
due to storage limitations together with a lack of charging facilities. Range
anxiety is the fear of running out of electricity in the battery when driving.
This is related to the fact that the specific energy density for lithium-ion
batteries is around 0.09-0.16 kWh/kg compared to around 12.5 kWh/kg for
gasoline, (0.07 kWh/kg for NiMH batteries) [4], and that people are used
to the ranges that can be provided by a fluent fuel tank before needing to
stop for a refill. Another consumer concern is the charging time periods,
illustrated in Figure 1.3, that are usually longer than the time it would take
to fill up the tank at a gas station. Battery technology has gone through
extensive research and development efforts over the past 30 years, but still
no battery can provide a corresponding combination of power, energy stor-
age and charging cycle lifetime and cost, comparable to ICEVs. However,
promising battery technologies exist. The lithium-ion battery is suitable as
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a rechargeable vehicle battery due to recyclable components, high specific
energy, high specific power, high energy efficiency, good high-temperature
performance and low self-discharge [4]. Lithium-ion batteries have a cycle
lifetime of around >1000 cycles, an energy efficiency of >90%, a specific
power of 200-350 W/kg, and should favorably be kept at a DOD of at
least 40% to minimize aging according to [4]. The lifetime and performance
of the battery are reduced with deep discharging cycles and affected by
external temperatures [21], and a study in [22] suggests that deep cycles
of a DOD less than 60 percent should be avoided to maintain the battery
lifetime. The temperature factor and other mechanisms indicates that it
could be suitable to customize the lithium-ion battery according to different
climates and driving patterns [23].
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Figure 1.3: Electric vehicle charging time for one phase 230V 10 A, 230 V 16 A,
230 V, 10 A three phase and fast charging at 50 kW.

1.5 Travel behavior

Many of the barriers and consumer concerns may however be overcome with
the travel patterns we have today. In a travel survey from 2005-2006 it was
found that around 61% of all Swedish main daily car trips were shorter than
20 km, and 86% shorter than 50 km, and only around 6% were longer than
100 km [24]. This means that most trips could be covered by batteries. If
the EV could be charged at home and/or at work, the need for visiting any
gas station would diminish. An infrastructure for distributing electricity is
already in place in many countries with well-developed power systems and
in for example Sweden the system for car engine heaters further would en-
able a smooth transition to EV charging. The concerns of range anxiety,
long charging time and lack of charging facilities, are also offset by the sec-
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ond fuel and second engine opportunity that comes with a PHEV, which
on the other hand increases the production cost. The cost of EVs can be
expected to remain high until battery cost decreases and production volume
increases. However, the running cost for when the vehicle is electricity-driven
is significantly less than the cost for gasoline per kilometer. If comparing
an ICEV with a consumption of 0.06 liter/km [25] and a gasoline price of
14 SEK/liter [26], to an EV with a consumption of 0.2 kWh/km [27] in-
cluding losses, and an electricity cost of 1.5 SEK/kWh [28], then based on a
yearly driving range of 10’000 km the running cost using electricity compared
to gasoline would reduce the yearly cost with 5’400 SEK. Concepts such as
battery leasing solutions could also help reduce the extra expenses due to the
initial investment cost, for example as by Renault [29]. Pure EVs also have
fewer mobile components and therefore need less maintenance than ICEVs.
A global market prognosis based on interviews with car manufacturers pre-
dicts that the amount of EV sales will increase in the coming years [30].
If circumstances improve, a rapid change could take place, and with new
registrations of around 300’000/year in Sweden it would take 15 years to
exchange the passenger vehicle fleet into an electrified vehicle fleet if all new
registrations were EVs.



Chapter 2

Research background

This chapter motivates the area of research and summarizes previous re-
search regarding EVC models. Five EVC opportunities to consider when
modeling EVC are mentioned: Unidirectional charging (UniC), bidirectional
charging (BiC), uncontrolled charging (UCC), external charging strategies
(ECS) and individual charging strategies (ICS). Furthermore, three impor-
tant EVC modeling key factors are described: The charging location, the
charging need and the charging moment. Moreover, the chapter presents the
scientific objective of the thesis and the main contributions

2.1 Aim of modeling electric vehicle charging

With an electricity-driven passenger vehicle fleet, the power system will ex-
perience an increased amount of variable electricity consumption dependent
on electric vehicle charging (EVC) patterns. These charging patterns will
impact the overall load profiles and introduce new load variations. If the
Swedish passenger car fleet was electricity-driven, then around 5 · 109 liters
of engine fuel, corresponding to around 45 TWh, could be exchanged into
around 12 TWh electricity each year [10]. With a small number of vehicles,
the power system would not be affected much by the charging. However,
with a large number, the characteristics of the charging patterns could re-
sult in overloading, power losses [31] and intensified grid component wear.
Depending on individual car travel behavior, charging needs, EVC infras-
tructure and EV user preferences, the load peaks could be increased related
to the amount of coinciding vehicle charging events, why estimations of EVC
patterns and charging strategies are important. The load peak increase could
become large especially with uncontrolled charging, (UCC) when each EV is

11
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charged individually related to the travel behavior and charging needs. Pas-
senger vehicles are parked around 90% of the time [24, 32]. Assuming that
the Swedish passenger car fleet was electricity-driven and 90% out of the 4.5
million were connected to the grid for charging at the same moment, (230 V,
10 A), this would then correspond to a load increase of around 9300 MW.
In 2011 the Swedish demand varied between 8382 MW and 25363 MW [33].
This means that this charging load would be a significant part of the total
load profile. Hereby it becomes important to create and develop models re-
lated to the stochastic individual car travel behavior and induced charging
needs, to be able to investigate and quantify the impact of a prospective in-
troduction of EVs. The EVC pattern will be affected by the travel behavior
of EV users and the rising charging need. The load variations will depend
on when vehicles are connected for charging, where vehicles are connected
and at which charging power. The charging moment, the charging need and
the charging location, are key factors when considering the impact of an EV
introduction on the load profiles. The aim of EVC models is thus to model
and/or determine these key factors, their interrelation and their resulting
impact on the EVC load profile.

Previous work supports the importance of investigating EVC and the
related impact to the electric system and has stated benefits that can be
obtained with an electrified transportation system with demand side man-
agement programs. With a change towards higher levels of EVs in the car
park, the batteries become a large and flexible capacity in the power sys-
tem. This creates an opportunity for the EV batteries to act as individual
and flexible loads which may be considered for grid-support to mitigate load
variation and load peaks. If it is possible to impact the charging behavior,
using different charging strategies, this flexible capacity could be used to
keep the grid stable with an increased amount of variable renewable energy.
The opportunity of using EVs as grid ancillary services was for example
studied in [34–37]. If creating well-designed incentives for EV users to make
the EV batteries take part in grid-support, the value of driving an EV and
having several EVs in the electrical system could be increased. Many stud-
ies emphasize the load peaks that will arise especially due to UCC of EVs,
hence EVC at any time a vehicle is parked, an EVC demand exists and an
outlet is available, [38–43]. Furthermore, several articles have investigated
EVC with an approach that optimizes EVC subject to consumer cost, elec-
tricity retailer cost, distribution company cost, grid utility, amount of EVs
or amount of renewable and variable electricity production that may be in-
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troduced. For example in [44–50] have EVC been optimized or examined to
find the impact that passenger car travel behavior, with ICEVs exchanged
to EVs, would have on the physical power grid, voltages, frequencies, load
peaks, component wear and costs. With an electrified passenger vehicle
fleet, there is also a need for establishing an EVC infrastructure that meets
EVC demands that arises from engine power demand when EVs are driven.
The EV battery can be charged from the grid for example by using regular
one phase or three phase charging with corresponding sockets and outlets at
the household or parking spaces, or in fast charging stations at higher power
or by induction charging, which is studied in [51]. An additional alterna-
tive to static EVC while the vehicle is parked is to charge the battery while
the EV is moving: Dynamic EVC. Dynamic EVC requires that charging in-
frastructure is available while the EV is performing a trip, specifically, that
dynamic EVC is available at an electrified road (ER). An ER could offer
conductive EVC or wireless inductive EVC at specified ranges along a main
road. Dynamic EVC could be made through wires in the air or through in-
ductive or conductive EVC infrastructure in the road. Many companies have
developed different solutions, Scania and Siemens have developed a system
for dynamic or static charging for trucks and buses via roof charging [52],
Volvo Group has developed a system for dynamic charging along the road
via rails on the surface in contact with the truck [53], Elways has developed
a system for dynamic EVC while driving via an arm connected with a rail
in the ground [54] and both Bosch and Bombardier have developed wireless
inductive charging systems [55,56].

2.2 Electric vehicle charging opportunities

Studies that have modeled EVC behavior in order to estimate expected load
profiles can be categorized based on their assumptions regarding the EVC
opportunities. Uncontrolled charging (UCC) considers that EVC is assumed
to start directly when the EV is parked and charging is physically available.
When modeling UCC unidirectional charging (UniC) is commonly assumed,
which only considers power flow in the grid-to-vehicle (G2V) direction. Ex-
ternal charging strategies (ECS) are instead considering a concept where the
charging of the vehicle somehow is controlled by an external actor. The ECS
could be based on either UniC or bidirectional charging (BiC). BiC, in addi-
tion to G2V, also considers the possibility of power flow in the vehicle-to-grid
(V2G) direction. The individual charging strategies (ICS) consider that EVs
may be charged whenever parked and an outlet is available, but also that
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individual EV users may adjust their charging behavior based on incentives
as for example charging prices. Previous research, prior to this thesis work,
can be structured based on their assumptions of EVC opportunities accord-
ing to categories A-F in Table 2.1. The publications [40,44,45,47,48,57–62]
consider more than one combination of the EVC opportunities.

Table 2.1: EVC opportunities

UCC ECS ICS

BiC A: - C: [39, 43, 45, 57] E: -

UniC B: [38, 40–42,44, 47, 48, 58, 59, 63,64] D: [40, 43–50,57, 59–62] F: [44, 57–62]

Uncontrolled charging

UCC is in general based on that EV users will travel and park as they
choose to and connect their vehicle for charging whenever parked, an out-
let is available and there is a need to recharge the battery. By modeling
UCC it is possible to find the consequences of EVC behavior that is not
affected externally. UCC was modeled with various approaches in for exam-
ple [38,40–43,48,58,63,64]. In [39] the UCC behavior was approximated by
assuming static charging loads at predefined time periods related to peak
and valley hours. In [40] the UCC was starting at specific time points al-
lowing variation of the starting times with a uniform probability density
function. In [41] representative driving cycles were modeled with Markov
chains, which combined with arrivals at given locations estimate the elec-
tricity consumption and find the state of charge (SOC) and resting times at
different locations. In [38] the load profiles were modeled using deterministic
charging schedules to fully charge a battery and in [43] the load was modeled
with Monte Carlo simulations based on driving patterns with time for first
trip and last trip each day. In both [39] and [40] predefined starting times for
the charging were considered and in [38,41,43] it was assumed that the ve-
hicles were connected for charge only after the last trip of the day, based on
data of the last arrival time. When modeling UCC it is possible to capture
the stochastic passenger car travel behavior, without having the EV user
sharing information of planned trips or anticipated energy need. However,
previous research has not considered charging opportunities dependent on
all stochastic parking events during the day.
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External charging strategies

In contrast to the UCC, ECS’s are based on that the charging may some-
what be controlled externally, based on information of the power system
need, the driving behavior and the corresponding EVC demand. If know-
ing the starting and ending times for the charging, an external actor, in
some literature called an aggregator, can optimize for example the charging
power, the charging duration or both during that given time period. The
ECS approaches may require that the external actor know the charging pe-
riod and energy need for each vehicle and that EV users accept sharing their
driving and perhaps even real time charging information. This means that
incentives such as profit, reduced utilization cost or reduced investment cost
for EV users need to be sufficiently large in order for them to share driving
schedules, and be available for ECS’s, in comparison to unshared personal
driving and charging behavior that results in UCC. Several ECS studies
have been made, with the purposes of minimizing the customer charging
cost [44, 45], maximizing the aggregator profit [49], maximizing the use of
the networks [46–48] and minimizing system losses and improving voltage
regulation [50]. For example in [44] the anticipated time for next trip and a
maximum charging power is set by the EV user when connecting for charg-
ing. In [45] it is assumed that future driving profiles are known based on
previously conducted trips, in [47] the EVs are, with incentives by an ex-
ternal actor, made to charge at predefined off-peak periods and in [48, 50]
predefined charging periods are provided. Many ECS models have assumed
that driving schedules and charging needs may be known in advance, in or-
der for them to optimize the charging, neglecting to consider the stochastic
behavior of the actual driving.

Individual charging strategies

The ICS’s consider that the individual may charge as they choose to, based
on an UCC approach, but also that individuals may adjust their charging
behavior based on incentives as for example prices. The publications [57–62]
can somehow be said to have taken this approach into consideration. For
example in [59] UCC was modeled based on ending times of car trips, and an
ECS was modeled to minimize and maximize the use of the network but also
a scenario of an ICS was modeled based on UCC in order to minimize the
customer charging cost. In [44] the time of use price was used as an incen-
tive for adjusting the charging moment and reduce EV customer charging
cost, in [57] a dual tariff policy was implemented, and in [60] human input
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is allowed by letting the EV user select an EV charging priority level based
on time-dependent charging price tariffs. In [62] an ICS approach considers
price thresholds where the charging starts when the time-dependent price
falls below a lower threshold and stops when the price rises above an upper
one. In [61] a load priority may be set related to other household loads,
limited by a maximum supply load. In [58] the EV users choice was in-
cluded with decision making logics based on the possibility to conduct next
trips based on the SOC and parking duration. Previous research has not
included EVC strategies based on consumer preferences with logit modeling
in combination with Markov mobility modeling.

2.3 Three key factors affecting EVC load profiles

Previous research considering the impact of an electric vehicle introduction
on the load profile can further be categorized by their assumptions and/or
modeling approaches regarding the charging location, the charging need and
the charging moment. These three key factors are needed in order to be
able to model and estimate EVC load profiles and the impact on the power
system. The assumptions and/or modeling approaches in previous studies
regarding these three key factors are listed in Tables 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4.

Charging location

The charging location represents the site where the vehicle is connected for
charging. The charging location may be modeled with different level of
detail. It could for example be an exact geographical location for each EV
in the distribution network, or a specific residential, industrial, urban or
rural area with an amount of EVs that are charging, or it could be at any
site defined to have charging opportunities. It is seen in Table 2.2 that most
of the publications are considering the charging location to be at home or
in a residential area which assumes that there are available EVC outlets
associated with the households. Some publications also consider it to be at
working places whereas only [42] are considering charging opportunities at
several time-dependent locations during stochastic parking events.

Charging need

Different approaches of how to estimate the charging need is presented in
Table 2.3. The charging need reflects the approach to find the electricity
that is used by the vehicle during driving and therefore may be transferred
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Table 2.2: Charging location

Approach Publication

At home or in a residential area [38, 40, 41, 43–48,50, 57–60,62–64]

At working place, commuter parking or
small offices in urban areas [40, 48, 49, 58, 59]

EV charging station [64]

Urban area and rural area [39]

Several time-dependent locations
during stochastic parking events [42]

from the grid to the battery when connecting for charging. The electricity
that is used by the vehicle may be estimated either on a daily basis, during a
driving occasion as an engine power demand or as the electricity transferred
at a charging event, thus measured as electric energy in kWh, or as elec-
tric power in kW. It can be seen that the publications [39, 48, 50, 57, 59, 60]
make assumptions of constant electric energy use to determine the charging
need. The publications [38,40,42,43,45–47,49,62–64] are instead assuming
either some predefined probability distributions or integers in order to sam-
ple either the electricity used or the traveled distance before charging, but
only [63] treats these variables as dependent on each other. The assumptions
made in publications [41,58] are further developed when they find the charg-
ing need in time based on electricity consumption levels, distances driven,
velocities and trip durations. The time-dependent movement may thus be
captured with models based on these assumptions. This enables knowledge
of the time-dependent state of charge (SOC), charging need or available en-
ergy capacity when a vehicle arrives at any parking location with charging
opportunity. An additional factor that may be considered when modeling
PHEV charging behavior is whether and how the usage of a second fuel is
taken into account, which has tended to be neglected in previous papers.
Previous papers have also not considered the possibility for the EV to be
charged during a trip along an ER and how this impacts the charging need.

Charging moment

The charging moment represents when the vehicle battery is charged. It
could be modeled either as the connecting time, i.e. the time that the charg-
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Table 2.3: Charging need

Approach Publication

Constant electric energy used or constant distance
driven and constant electricity consumption level [39, 48,50, 57, 59, 60]

Sampled commute distance using predefined distribution
and constant electricity consumption level [43, 49]

Sampled SOC using predefined distribution [47]

Sampled SOC using predefined integers [46]

Sampled energy used using Uniform distribution. [62]

Sampled commute distance using predefined
distribution, and electricity consumption
level based on drive train calculations [45]

Sampled driven distance using predefined distribution,
and constant electricity consumption level [38]

Sampled driven distance using lognormal distribution,
and constant electricity consumption level [40, 64]

Sampled trip length and electricity consumption
level using Gaussian distributions [42]

Sampled distance driven using conditional probability
density functions, constant electricity consumption level [63]

Standard or stochastic driving cycles creating time-
dependent electricity consumption level, finding charging
need based on distances, velocity and trip durations [41, 58]

ing starts, or as the time period that the vehicle is connected. For publica-
tions [39,40,45–50,60], the charging moment is predefined with either with
a specific starting time or a time period, while in publications [38, 41, 43,
44, 57, 61–64], the starting time is sampled using probability distributions.
These approaches are however delimited to find the charging moment to be
either after the last trip made during the day or after the first commuting
trip made to work. The publications [42, 58] also consider the opportunity
to connect for charging after any trip made at a parking site with charging
opportunity. In [59] the charging moment is based on statistics of stop times
for trips related to commuting trips or non-commuting trips, and the charg-
ing moment may also be postponed, using ECS’s or ICS’s. Previous papers
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have not considered the possibility for the EV to be charged while driving
along an ER and how this would impact the charging moment, and has also
not considered how the charging moment would be affected by ICS’s based
on consumer preferences with logit modeling in combination with Markov
mobility modeling.

Table 2.4: Charging moment

Approach Publication

Predefined charging periods [39, 46, 47]

Predefined starting time for charging period [40, 45, 48–50,60]

Distribution of starting time based on
ending time of trips [59]

Sampled starting time using Uniform, Normal
or Poisson distribution [61, 62, 64]

Sampled starting time using Gaussian distribution,
where EV user sets expected ending time [44]

Sampled starting time using distribution of
home arrival time after last trip [38, 41, 43, 57]

Sampled starting time using conditional
probability density function [63]

Starting time based on fuzzy logic
during parking event [58]

Stochastic starting time of charging
period, only after last trip or after
any trip with charging opportunity [42]

Gap of knowledge

Previous research supports the importance of developing EVC models in
order to estimate load profiles related to an EV introduction in the power
system. It would seem that new EVC models are important to develop which
consider what has so far tended to be neglected in previous models, in order
to replicate real travel behavior and to be able to evaluate future scenarios
and their impact to load profiles as reliable as possible. EVC models may
be based on different assumptions and/or modeling approaches of the key
factors, dependent on the purpose of the model, which could be to model
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ECS, UCC or ICS. In the ECS it can be said that one or more of these
key factors, the charging location, the charging need and the charging mo-
ment, are controlled or optimized with different purposes such as minimizing
costs, minimizing grid losses, minimizing load variations, maximizing prof-
its. If considering V2G services, and thus BiC, some kind of external actor
performing ECS is necessary in order to fulfill any ECS purpose. The UCC
approaches instead try to estimate the key factors based on how EVs would
be charged if the charging was made without any external impact to their
charging behavior. In the ICS the UCC patterns resulting from stochastic
individual driving behavior and induced charging load profiles may be influ-
enced by impacting, (but not externally controlling), some or all of the key
factors, the charging location, the charging need and the charging moment,
with for example price incentives. This gives flexible EV rechargers the op-
portunity to individually impact their charging behavior based on their own
choices to be more or less willing to participate in for example load shifting
activities encouraged with price incentives or such.

Both the ECS and the UCC approach are of importance when it comes
to study and quantify the impact that EVC may have to the power system
and the load profile. However, it could be argued that people in general
would rather not share their driving and parking information or agree to let
their vehicle charging be controlled by external units, when no other residen-
tial electricity-dependent activity is externally controlled yet, but that they
would rather have the choice to charge their vehicle according to individual
preferences, if there are choices available. This is the reason why consid-
ering ICS becomes important. This thesis presents different EVC models
of UCC and ICS based on combinations of modeling assumptions regarding
the key factors in order to meet different purposes of estimating EVC load
profiles. These models are referred to as EVC-A, EVC-B, EVC-C, EVC-D,
EVC-ER, EVC-ER-V2G and EVC-ML. Each model intends to fill the re-
spectively research gaps identified in the following sections. The models are
briefly described in Chapter 3.

Research gap 1: Motivation for model EVC-A

With EVC the peak load could increase especially with UCC. In areas where
the grid is dimensioned close to the load limit, which often is set by trans-
former capacity limitations; an additional load from EVs could force in-
vestments in the grid infrastructure. The transformer is considered as an
important component in the grid due to potential severe and economic con-
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sequences upon failure, why it is important to evaluate EVC impact on this
component. In for example [65] the cost of transformer wear, and other
impact, were calculated based on travel survey data to find the potential
for communication methods in controlling battery charging. However, there
has been little work done in transformer hotspot temperature rise and trans-
former loss of life, due to an electric vehicle introduction and related EVC
impact, why it becomes important to estimate overloading on components
due to EVC patterns.

Research gap 2: Motivation for model EVC-B

The level of EVC at home may result in large load variations and load
peaks. Therefore, it becomes important to quantify the impact on the elec-
tric power system due to PHEV home-charging patterns. No previous study
has captured the variations in the households’ differentiated load profile
due to PHEV home-charging together with and related to other electricity-
dependent residential activities. Therefore it is important to capture the
residential electricity-dependent activities performed including and in rela-
tion to the electric vehicle usage if wanting to simulate and estimate the
electricity consumption in households.

Research gap 3: Motivation for model EVC-C

The level of EVC at any parking location with charging opportunity may
impact the overall load with greater load variations and load peaks. The
EVC-B model only accounts for UCC and the charging location to be at
home, neglecting to consider also other charging opportunities. In [66] EVC
behavior was instead described with a Markov Chain model, allowing the
charging location to be at several parking locations with charging oppor-
tunities. That publication does consider the charging moment to occur at
several times during the day related to the driving behavior, parking events
and additional charging opportunities. However, in that model the time for
movement was constant; one time step, and the EV could not remain in the
movement state after entering it, but needed to change state into a parking
state in next time step where a distance driven during the movement period
was sampled. That approach thus did not capture the dependence between
the time for movement and the consumption during that movement, but
treats them separately, losing the time-dependency of the consumption dur-
ing the movement, which affects the charging need. Moreover, the potential
of using EV batteries as flexible loads will probably depend on the random
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parking events, with related charging opportunities and costs, and there will
exist a potential only if some level of flexibility is assumed for the driving and
charging behavior. Making the vehicle batteries available for charging also
in order to meet load variations thus assumes some level of flexibility for the
EV user, when it comes to charging preferences. This highlights the impor-
tance of developing a model that take into account the time-dependency of
the EV movement and the consumption during that movement to evaluate
the impact of EVC and eventual charging flexibility.

Research gap 4: Motivation for model EVC-D

The trips made with an EV may have different purposes and these may
be related to charging opportunities that would impact the time-dependent
EVC load profile. Additional factors that may impact the EVC load esti-
mations are the prospective usage of a second fuel and fast charging option.
Previous research with the general purpose to find the load impact of antic-
ipated future EVC behavior on the grid does not consider the dependency
of all individual and stochastic parking events related to the type-of-trip
including the eventual need to drive on a second fuel or use fast charging. It
therefore is important to include these considerations in the EVC modeling.

Research gap 5: Motivation for model EVC-ER

The models in previous papers only consider static EVC, which is that EV
users perform car trips and connect the vehicle for EVC as soon as the vehicle
is parked, an EVC demand exists and an outlet is available. Some articles
are also investigating the possibilities of inductive EVC at ERs [67–69] and
in [70] driving range extension for EVs at an ER is modeled. However,
the concept of dynamic EVC at ERs has so far not been included in the
mobility models including static EVC. Previous models have only modeled
static EVC for when the vehicle is parked and have not modeled the time-
dependent dynamic charging along ERs. In previous research there are no
models that can be used to quantify and evaluate the benefits of a charging
infrastructure, balancing the choice between a developed dynamic and/or
static EVC infrastructure, along ERs and at parking sites. Therefore, there
is a need to develop a model that can be used to evaluate the benefits that
ERs may amount to for passenger vehicle transportation. In order to be able
to investigate a possible large scale EV introduction, and the EVC impact
on load profiles, ERs need to be included in a model that considers the
possibility for both dynamic EVC for the time-dependent type-of-trip that
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the EV driver is performing together with static EVC for when the EV is
parked.

Research gap 6: Motivation for model EVC-ER-V2G

Many articles have been written on the subject of finding EVC load profiles
based on travel behaviors and research has been carried out on how to
impact and optimize these prospective EVC behaviors [45, 47, 50] and how
to use the EVC for V2G services [43, 49]. Moreover, research concerning
electrified roads (ERs) is carried out of EVC infrastructure for ERs such
as inductive charging systems [67–69] and several companies are developing
conductive and/or inductive electrified road charging systems for trucks,
buses and passenger electric vehicles [52–56]. However, previous research
have not investigated the potential of V2G services performed for when EVC
is conducted along ERs, or considered how the type-of-trip would impact
this potential why it becomes interesting to develop a model to be able to
investigate this.

Research gap 7: Motivation for model EVC-ML

Research have tended to focus either on EVC that is uncontrolled or EVC
that is optimized subject to for instance electrical system utility, costs or
need, rather than taking into account both individual EVC demand and
individual preferences with a consumers perspective. Moreover, papers
have examined EVC demand side management, consumer behavior, and
demand response programs in order to allow for price sensitivity or load
priorities [57, 60–62, 71]. Price sensitivity have been for example based on
time-of-use pricing, real time pricing, local market pricing, day ahead pric-
ing and/or revenues that might be made by participating in bids at control
power markets. In addition, papers have also included human input based
on choice prediction or decision theory [58,72,73]. However, little attention
has in existing literature been given to evaluations of EVC due to individ-
ual preferences including utility maximization without compromising with
individuals mobility need, cost, comfort, wishes demands with a consumer
perspective, and it would seem that further investigations are needed in
order to capture the magnitude to the outcome of these impact indicators.
When the human choice and charging preferences are added to the modeling,
the EVC will be impacted. Logit models have been used in several research
papers for analysis of energy related consumer preferences [74–77] and are
useful in contexts where choice predictions based on individual preferences
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are desired. Logit models have not been used to evaluate EVC consumer
choices previously for this application. Hereby, it becomes interesting to
develop a logit model that considers choice prediction based on individual
EVC preferences and enables for impact evaluations of EVC decisions with-
out compromising with EV users’ mobility.

2.4 Scientific objectives

The purpose with this thesis work is to present the introduced models of EV
usage and the corresponding EVC patterns and their impact on load profiles
and electricity use. The main contribution with the thesis is the developed
models and the case studies carried out with them which illustrate areas
were the models are applicable, exemplifies how they can be used, and illus-
trates which type of results that can be extracted using them. The thesis
summarizes the introduced EVC models of a passenger EV transportation
system that may include static EVC infrastructure at parking sites and/or
dynamic EVC infrastructure at ERs for vehicles with different EV battery
sizes and engine power demand for propulsion whilst meeting the mobility
demands of passenger vehicle users. The models can be used to estimate and
investigate the impact of a future passenger EV transportation system on
the electric power system. The models capture driving behavior variations,
induced charging needs, and charging flexibility according to consumer pref-
erences. The focus lies on the overall possible impact of EVC on the load
profiles and load variations. The EVC models are based on the underlying
driving patterns and expected corresponding EVC profiles due to the charg-
ing need, charging location and charging moment. The models allow for a
quantification of the expected charging load as a function of the introduc-
tion level of EVs in the vehicle fleet. By using the models, it is possible to
estimate time-dependent expected charging load profiles and load variation
based on only home-charging or with additional charging options and/or
along ERs. It is also possible to estimate the load profiles based on the
type-of-trip and related charging opportunities with or without ERs, and
also with charging flexibility due to price sensitivity and/or other consumer
preferences.

2.5 System studied, delimitations

It should be noted that this thesis work has been primarily been concerned
with investigations on how passenger EVs potentially may be charged at
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parking sites or while driving at ERs and how this will impact load profiles
in a distribution power grid. The vehicle use modeling captures driving be-
havior variations that create charging demands with a bottom-up approach
throughout the thesis based on the car travels. Depending on the driving be-
havior, the engine power demand, the corresponding EVC demand, the EVC
infrastructure and the individual consumer preference will impact the EVC
load profile. The electricity use, second fuel use, cost and CO2 emissions
can also be estimated using the models.

2.6 Contribution

The doctoral thesis deals with EVC models based on stochastic individual
passenger car travel behavior and static charging opportunities at parking
sites and also dynamic charging opportunities along electrified roads. The
thesis also investigates the impact of EVC when individual EVC preferences
are included. The contributions are:

• A literature review made on integration of EVs that categorizes pre-
vious research based on assumptions in the EVC models regarding
EVC opportunities such as unidirectional charging (UniC), bidirec-
tional charging (BiC), uncontrolled charging (UCC), external charging
strategies (ECS) and individual charging strategies (ICS). A further
grouping of previous research is made based on identified key factors
when modeling EVC: The charging location, the charging need and the
charging moment. The whole review is presented in Section 2.3 and a
part of it in Paper I.

• Different charging scenarios modeled in Paper II to describe EVC load
and investigate the impact of the EV introduction level on grid com-
ponents. The model (Model EVC-A) is presented in section 3.2.

• A model (Model EVC-C) developed in Paper III which captures the
stochastic individual driving behavior and charging opportunities re-
lated to each parking event. By using the model, it is possible to
estimate expected EVC load profiles as a function of time based on
introduction level and charging flexibility. The model is presented in
section 3.2.

• A model (Model EVC-B) developed in Paper IV with which it is pos-
sible to estimate EVC load from home-charging together with the load
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from other electricity-dependent residential activities. The residential
load profile, specified by the underlying activities including the EVC
load, is the model output. The model is presented in section 3.2.

• A model (Model EVC-D) developed in Paper V which captures differ-
ent charging opportunities related to time-dependent type-of-trips and
their specific driving behavior, consumption levels, and second fuel con-
sumption. The model enables for estimations of expected EVC load
profiles, and for evaluating the cost of the electricity usage versus the
cost of a second fuel for UCC compared to ICS’s with flexible charging.
The model is presented in section 3.2.

• A model (Model EVC-ER) is developed in Paper VII which captures
static charging opportunities at parking sites and dynamic charging
opportunities along electrified roads (ERs) related to time-dependent
type-of-trips. The model allows for an evaluation of the impact that
ERs might have on EVC demand, load profile and EVC cost for PHEV
and EV users by investigating how passenger EVs potentially may be
charged while driving at ERs that provide EVC. The model is presented
in section 3.2.

• A model (Model EVC-ER-V2G) developed in Paper VI which enables
for estimations of V2G potential when static charging opportunities
at parking sites and dynamic charging opportunities along electrified
roads exist. The EVC-ER-V2G-model takes into account dynamic
EVC at ERs, static EVC at parking events and the vehicle mobility
based on the time-dependent type-of-trip performed. With the model
it is possible to estimate the state of charge (SOC) for an aggregated
EV fleet when performing dynamic EVC while driving at ERs and
static EVC when parked. Both V2G power consumption potential and
V2G power injection potential can be evaluated by quantifying the
amount of EVs that are connected for dynamic EVC at ERs and static
EVC at parking sites together with the aggregated SOC. The model is
presented in section 3.2.

• A model (Model EVC-ML) developed in Paper VIII which captures dif-
ferent charging behaviors based on EVC user preferences. The model
enables for impact evaluations of EVC consumer choices and decisions
without compromising with EV users’ mobility freedom and EVC flex-
ibility. The model considers choice prediction based on individual EVC
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preferences in a population. EVC strategies due to what individuals
would choose in a given context may be evaluated based on estimations
of impact indicators with the model, such as EVC load profiles, second
fuel use, electricity use, costs and emissions. The model is presented
in section 3.2.

• Case studies with the developed models are carried out which demon-
strates how the models may be used, presents simulation results using
them based on Swedish conditions, and compares model performances.
The case studies are presented in Chapter 4.





Chapter 3

Modeling electric vehicle charging

This chapter describes the main mathematical models used and developed
throughout this thesis work and comments on assumptions and/or modeling
approaches regarding the modeled key factors and the impact on resulting
estimates for the models EVC-A to EVC-ML.

3.1 Mathematical models

In cases where the behavior of humans has an impact on a given system, it
becomes inevitable to consider that any involvement of individuals includes
some uncertainty and modeling such a system mathematically introduces
challenges. In cases where the outcome of certain events is requested, and
the system is complex and includes the randomness in individual behavior,
stochastic models of the system are advantageous to use in order to find
estimates of the random variables. Whilst the numbers of passenger EVs
on the roads of 2014 are few, compared to the number of passenger ICEVs,
stochastic models can advantageously be used to predict their future be-
havior. Moreover, the future behavior of EV users can be estimated using
simulations with stochastic models in order to estimate the impact to the
electric system a large-scale EV introduction would lead to.

Stochastic models

In the case where random systems are modeled and uncertainty exists,
stochastic models can be used where the expected value would be the mean
value for an infinite number of observations of the stochastic variable. In de-
terministic models, the same output will be the outcome for a specific input,

29
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however in stochastic models, the input could result in several different out-
comes according to some probability distribution [78]. Deterministic models
could be less complicated and require less simulation time than stochastic
models. However, with stochastic models it may be possible to describe
a complex system more realistic than with a deterministic model. With
Monte Carlo methods it is possible to estimate expected values by running
simulations for a number of random observations of any stochastic variable
and using these observations to estimate the expected value of the output
variable by calculating the mean value [78]:

E[W ] ≈ W̄ =
1

N

N∑
j=1

W j. (3.1)

For these observations it is also possible to estimate the standard deviation:

s[W ] ≈

√√√√ 1

N

N∑
j=1

(W j − W̄ )2. (3.2)

The estimate of any expected value is likely to be closer to the expected
value E[W ] the more observations N of the random variable that is used for
calculating the mean value W̄ [78]. In order to simulate several observations
of a random variable computer programs such as Matlab can be used with
a fairly low simulation time depending on the complexity of the model. The
number of simulations that need to be run can be estimated by checking the
convergence rate of the simulation or by setting a convergence criteria to
confirm that the variance, or when the standard deviation in Equation 3.2,
of the estimated value is sufficiently low.

Markov models

If the movements of EVs are seen as independent and discrete states, such
as parked or driving, they can be described as events following a stochastic
process in order to find time-dependent observations of the vehicle to be
able to estimate expected values of the impact they will have on the electric
system. In the case with EVs where there exists no real-world data due to
the limited numbers of EVs on the streets today, results from simulations
with these models can replace data to predict the impact of any potential
number of EVs in the future. Assuming that the Markov property is appli-
cable for random car traveling, Markov modeling may be used in order to
simulate the EV movements and EVC demand by following the events in
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a stochastic process. The Markov property says that the next state of the
process depends only on the present state and not on the previous states.
In Markov models the stochastic process can be described as {Xt; t ∈ τ}
where τ is the time interval for discrete time τ = {0, ..., t, ..., T}, [79]. In
each time step t, a stochastic variable Xt describes an event and a Markov
chain includes a set of states that Xt could occupy E = {1, ..., M}. The
transition probability to change state from μ to ν in one time step is pt

μ,ν .
In an event only one state can be occupied at a certain time step t. The
transition matrix T t has the size of M ×M , where the elements of the matrix
are the time-dependent transition probabilities pt

μ,ν with μ, ν ∈ E and the

row sum is
∑M

1 pt
μ,ν = 1 [80]. The Markov chain starts in an initial state,

one of the states in the set E, at time step 0. The initial state probabilities
S0,i are:

S0,i =
[
p

0,i
1 . . . p

0,i
M

]
. (3.3)

The initial state can be set or sampled from these initial state probabilities.
If state 1 is occupied at time t then one takes the first row in T t and samples
the next state from the probabilities in this row. This is done by comparing
the probabilities in this row with a random number sampled from a uniform
distribution K ∈ U(0, 1). This is illustrated with an example in Figure 3.1
and in Figure 3.2 where a transition from state 1 to state 3 occurs due to
pt

1,3. Time-dependent state sequences for events can be generated in this
way. Several of these state sequences can be simulated and by using the
Monte Carlo method, expected values can be estimated by calculating the
mean values when the simulation has reached the total number of simulation
samples.
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Figure 3.1: State transition probabilities and comparison with generated uniform
random number.

Multinomial logit models

The EVC demand in the future will depend on the engine power demand for
car trips and the vehicle battery sizes. The EVC load profile arising when
charging the battery will depend on the EVC demand, available outlets and
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Figure 3.2: Example of Markov chain state transitions.

also on individual EVC preferences and decisions based on these. In applica-
tions where individual preferences in a population are interesting to account
for, multinomial logit models are advantageous to use. Logit models are
flexible and can reflect individual consumer preferences [73]. When com-
bining an EVC model with a multinomial logit model it becomes possible
to, for a given context, include individual EVC preferences and decisions
based on these in order to evaluate the outcome of individual EVC decision
strategies in a population. In multinomial logit models the individual i is
assumed to choose an alternative a from a set of available alternatives A

if it is found that this alternative provides the highest utility. The set of
discrete alternatives A = {1, ..j, ..α}, is a finite set of alternatives α, from
where one alternative is chosen [81]. An individual may choose alternative
a if the utility U t,i,a at time t derived from this alternative is greater than
from all the other alternatives j in a discrete choice set j ∈ A with more
than one alternative:

U t,i,a > U t,i,j , ∀j � a. (3.4)

The utility U t,i,j at time t for individual i and alternative j is set as:

U t,i,j = V t,i,j + εt,i,j , (3.5)

where

V t,i,j =
M∑

m=1

βmxt,i,j
m . (3.6)

The utility is estimated based on the deterministic coefficients βm, the at-
tribute variables xt,i,j

m , and the random variables εt,i,j . The random variables
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reflect uncertainties as for example errors from unobservable attributes. The
attribute variables xt,i,j

m , for example price, are related to the alternative j

and the individual i in time step t. The attributes βm can vary over deci-
sion makers in a population and adopt M possible values, β1, ..., βm, ..., βM

according to the individual preference. Given the individual preferences
and the alternatives in set A, the discrete choice for individual i at time t

is a draw from a choice distribution with minimum two possible outcomes
for each and every alternative j. The probability that individual i selects
alternative a at time t can be expressed as:

P t,i,a = P (U t,i,a > U t,i,j∀j � a). (3.7)

3.2 Electric vehicle charging models

In the EVC models developed in this thesis the states of a vehicle is primar-
ily modeled using Markov modeling and Monte Carlo simulations in order to
replicate observed time-of-day and day-of-week dependent driving patterns
of passenger cars. This is enabled by estimations of transition probabilities
for the states of the vehicles based on passenger car travel statistics. The
states of the vehicles are further used to simulate how EVs may be used
randomly by individuals in the future. When the vehicles are used during
random trips, the travel behavior create engine power demands and more-
over EVC demands which are met by EVC at certain times and locations
causing EVC load profiles which impact the electrical system. The EVC
models developed in this thesis, their main considerations and types are
listed in Table 3.1, and an overview of the models is shown in Figure 3.3.
With all models Monte Carlo simulations can be performed in order to esti-
mate mean values. The EVC-A model was developed to be used to estimate
EVC impact on component wear, whereas the passenger mobility modeling
was fairly straight forward, primarily using samples from probability dis-
tributions. The EVC-B model was developed in order to investigate EVC
at home together with other electricity-dependent activities, whereas this
model includes a detailed model of activities performed in the household.
The EVC-C model was developed to investigate passenger EV travel behav-
ior and EVC demand impact on EVC load profiles and this model includes
charging at additional parking sites than at home, but excludes detailed
household activities. The passenger mobility modeling in the EVC-C model
is a two-state Markov model and both the mobility modeling and the engine
power demand modeling includes more details than in the EVC-A and EVC-
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B models. The EVC-D model is a further development of the EVC-C model,
a several states Markov mobility model that includes different type-of-trips
and their different engine power demands. Based on the EVC-D model,
the EVC-ER, EVC-ER-V2G and EVC-ML models were developed. The
EVC-ER further considers the possibility of dynamic EVC along ERs and
the EVC-ER-V2G considers the potential of V2G when ERs exist. More-
over, the EVC-ML model takes individual EVC preferences into account by
modeling consumer EVC preferences with a Multinomial Logit model. The
models are briefly described in this chapter and all additional equations can
be found in the appended papers.
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Figure 3.3: Overview of the models develop throughout the thesis.
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Table 3.1: Main considerations for the models

EVC model name A B C D ER ER-V2G ML

Consideration Component wear x - - - - - -
Type-of-trip - - - x x x x
Household activities - x - - - - -
Electrified road - - - - x x -
Vehicle-to-grid - - - - - x -
Consumer preferences - - x x - - x

Model Monte Carlo x x x x x x x
Markov Chain - x x x x x x
Multinomial Logit - - - - - - x
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EVC-A: EVC to evaluate grid loading impact

The EVC-A model is developed in order to investigate the EV introduction
level and charging behavior impact on components in the feeding power grid.
The model investigates the EVC impact by finding case-specific loading pro-
files based on potential driving patterns. The charging location is assumed
to be at home or at a commuting parking site, and electricity is assumed to
be feeded into the studied area through a sensitive component. The model
is illustrated as Steps I-IV in Figure 3.4. The EVC is estimated as a load
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Figure 3.4: EVC-A model.

profile in discrete time based on stochastic variables that describes the en-
gine power demand. The charging pattern is based on that the electricity
consumption takes place when the EV is used, creating a charging need,
and the load profile emerge during the charging moment. Index t represents
each time step, here in minutes, T is the total number of time steps and i

represents each vehicle.

In Step I in Figure 3.4 the case-specific input variables and parameters
are introduced. The charging moment occurs when the EV is parked and
connected at time T ci, until the battery is fully charged. The connecting
time T ci depends on the leaving time from home Li, and either the time pe-
riod the EV user is away from home Ai or the driving time Di. The starting
time of a trip is the leaving time Li, and the connecting time T ci is the time
when arriving home or to a parking site at work. The variables should be
chosen to ensure that maximum electricity use Emax,i

soc does not exceed what
potentially could be used during the minimum time away. Case 1 represents
a case with households without EVs. In Case 2 where EVs are included the
variables leaving time from home Li, away time Ai and electricity use Ei

soc,
are sampled independently of each other. In Case 2 an EV user can leave
home, be away from home for a time period, and use the EV any time during
that time period before returning home. Case 3 includes an area with both
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EVC at home as in Case 2 and EVC at a commuting parking site or parking
site at work. The electricity used Ei

soc, depends on the driving time Di,
the velocity vm, and the engine power consumption cm when driving, and
the connecting time depends on the driving time after leaving to work and
home from work. In Case 4 the EVC is assumed to occur at home, but the
EVC is postponed to start at later hours, due to an assumed price tariff. In
Case 5 an ECS is assumed to distribute the EVC independent of the travel
behavior with the purpose to smoothen the overall load profile via valley
filling.

In Step II the EVC load P
t,i
V is estimated at time step t for a vehicle i

based on the connecting time and the charging power Pc. The total EVC
load P t

V tot at time t for a number of vehicles is estimated by running Monte
Carlo simulations and multiplying the obtained mean value P̄ t

V for n samples
with a number of vehicles Ntot.

In Step III the mean household P t
h load is estimated as the normalized

load curve P t
n,h multiplied with a total number of households H, and with

the assumed average consumption Bh kWh per day and apartment.

In Step IV the total mean load profile P t
tot is obtained by adding the

mean household load to the mean EVC load. This load profile is used to
estimate the component wear, as the hotspot temperature and loss of life of
a feeding transformer.

EVC-B: PHEV home-charging considering activity patterns

The EVC-B model combines PHEV usage, based on residential activities,
with the household electricity usage due to other electricity-dependent activ-
ities performed at home. The charging location is considered to be at home,
while the charging need and the charging moment are based on synthetic res-
idential and electricity-dependent activities in the household, thus UCC at
home. The model for generating residential electricity-dependent activities
was developed in [82]. The estimates of the residential mean load profiles
are specified by the underlying activities, and the mean and the standard
deviation of the residential load with and without EVC can be compared.
The EVC-B model is illustrated as Steps I-IV in Figure 3.5. Input data are
used to generate activity patterns At,i

a , which in turn are inputs to the EVC
modeling.

Step I in Figure 3.5 describes the input data and Step II describes the
model to estimate the household load, P

t,i
h . The model for estimating the

household electricity consumption is based on a discrete-time stochastic
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Figure 3.5: EVC-B model

Markov-Chain model for generating the activity data. A detailed descrip-
tion of this model can be found in [82]. The activities are simulated based
on time-use data collected in diaries described in [83] and each activity per-
formed by an individual is associated with the electricity consumed from
the grid. The output of the Markov-chain is the time-dependent activities
for time t ∈ [1, ..., T ], sample i and activity a ∈ [1, ..., N ]. Each individual
has its own sampled behavior, but some electricity-dependent activities may
be conducted at the same time for more than one individual, and these are
described in detail in [82]. The total household load P

t,i
h , is based on the

sum of the electricity consumption from all coinciding electricity-dependent
activities P

A
t,i
a

.
In Step III the EVC is modeled. The activities are used to estimate the

EVC load profiles as the PHEV is assumed to be used with a probability of
pcar, when the activity state changes into ’Away’, A

t,i
1 = 1 for an individual

in the household. The SOCt,i decreases based on the electricity consumption
when the vehicle is used, decided on how often the vehicle is assumed to be
used when the residents leave the household and K < pcar is satisfied. K is a
stochastic variable with a uniform distribution K ∈ U(0, 1), that is sampled
each time a potential driver leaves the household. The vehicle and driver
are assumed to be away during the number of time steps following upon a
change into ’Away’, until returning home and A

t,i
1 � 1. The starting time of

a trip and also the returning time after a trip with the vehicle are decided by
the activities. The EVC is assumed to start instantly when arriving home
after a trip, inducing charging moment. The EVC thus takes place when
the car is parked at home, connected and not yet fully charged. During
charging at a power of Pc, the SOCt,i increases until the battery is fully
charged or the resident uses the car again. If the SOC is running low and
the vehicle still is performing a trip, the PHEV is assumed to be running on
a second fuel. The total load profile P

t,i
tot for a household i is estimated in

Step IV, by adding the EVC load profile P
t,i
V , to the household consumption
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from the other electricity-dependent activities P
t,i
h by running Monte Carlo

simulations.

EVC-C: PHEV use and charging flexibility

The EVC-C model allows for simulations of UCC and also an ICS using
charging price sensitivity. The model captures the time-dependency of the
consumption during the vehicle movement based on driving patterns to es-
timate expected corresponding charging profiles. Starting times and ending
times for passenger car trips are considered in order to model the mobility.
The charging moment can occur at any parking event after a trip if there
is a charging need. All parking sites are assumed to be a possible charging
location. In order to simulate the PHEV usage a Markov modeling approach
is chosen because of the random behavior in car traveling, where the trips
may be seen as events following a stochastic process. The Markov property
that the future states will be independent on earlier states up to the given
state is assumed to apply to car travels. In the EVC-C model the PHEV can
occupy one of the two states; Parked, P or Driving, D. The transition prob-
ability to move from a state in one time step is denoted as pt

μ,ν . If occupying
state P , the vehicle is parked and may be charging. If occupying state D,
then the vehicle is running and consuming electricity from the battery given
there is enough left. The states are illustrated in Figure 3.6. The transition
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Figure 3.6: Transition states.

state probabilities for changing state are time-dependent, and the transition
matrix is set according to the states assuming the same travel behavior for
all individuals as:

T t =

[
pt

P P pt
P D

pt
DP pt

DD

]
, t ∈ τ. (3.8)

In order to find the elements of the matrix T t, transition probabilities may
be estimated from available car travel behavior data, which is described in
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Paper III. The PHEV starts in an initial state S0,i and then the probability
for vehicle i to occupy a state P or D in time step t + 1 is St+1,i. St+1,i

is equal to the row in the matrix T t which corresponds to the state in time
step t. If X0,i = P then one takes the first row in T 0, and samples the
next state from the probabilities in this row. This is done by comparing
the probabilities in this row with a random number sampled from a uniform
distribution K ∈ U(0, 1). Based on an assumption that the simulation starts
in the morning after charging during a night, the battery is initially assumed
to be fully charged for each vehicle i. The SOC for vehicle i at time step
t + 1 increases with the charging power during EVC, and decreases with
constant electricity consumption due to the engine power demand when the
vehicle is running on electricity. The SOCt,i will remain the same as in
the previous time step in two cases: If the vehicle is parked and the SOC
is too close to the SOCi

max to be charged in the next time step, and if
the vehicle is running but has too low SOC for using electricity from the
battery in the next time step. If the vehicle has too low SOC but still
occupies the driving state D, then the vehicle is assumed to run on a second
fuel. To model charging flexibility, the following ICS is used: Time periods
t ∈ TF , are defined for when the electricity charging price is assumed to
be sufficiently high for a percentage of the individual EVC to be flexible.
The EVC is agreed to be postponed if the SOC level is not below a certain
fraction F i

min when the EVC price exceeds an individual price-limit P i
L, here

assumed uniformly distributed among the individuals, that depend on the
mean price of a forecasted daily EVC price profile Et

p. The total EVC load
P t

V can be estimated at time t using Monte Carlo simulations and the total
load profile P t

tot is estimated by adding a daily overall load P t
B .

EVC-D: PHEV use and charging flexibility due to the

type-of-trip

With the model EVC-D it is possible to simulate detailed PHEV mobility
behavior due to the type-of-trip and related UCC and refueling opportuni-
ties. The electricity consumption from the battery or the consumption of
a second fuel takes place during the vehicle movement due to the engine
power demand related to the type-of-trip conducted. The charging moment
is considered to be after a time-dependent type-of-trip at a charging loca-
tion which is a parking site with related charging opportunity. The charging
need is based on the consumption when the vehicle is in movement, which is
dependent on the type-of-trip. ICS is modeled using an individual charging
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price sensitivity which is deciding if the charging should be postponed or not
and if refueling the tank with second fuel or fast charging is made. A sev-
eral state Markov model was developed and the probabilities in the Markov
chain were parameterized to replicate time-of-day, day-of-week and type-
of-trip dependent driving patterns. The PHEV states are set to: Parking
state, {A,B,...,NP } or Driving state, {1,...,ND}. The parking states A−NP

represent several parking sites where the PHEV may be parked and perhaps
charged. The driving states represent several type-of-trips performed by the
PHEV between different parking sites. If the PHEV occupy any of the driv-
ing states 1 − ND, the PHEV is running and consuming electricity from the
battery given there is enough left, otherwise the second engine and its fuel
is used. After occupying a parking state, the PHEV can stay or end up in
any driving state, and after occupying a driving state, the PHEV can end
up in a parking state depending on the type-of-trip conducted. The Markov
chain starts in an initial state at time step 0, by letting the PHEV occupy
one of the states.

The SOC for a PHEV i at time step t + 1 increases if the PHEV is
charging, and the charging power Pc may vary depending on the charging
location or the charging moment. Here, the charging power is assumed
to depend on the parking state A − NP , and either slow charging with Pc1,
medium charging with Pc2 or fast charging with Pc3 is assumed. If the PHEV
is consuming electricity the SOC decreases due to the time-dependent engine
power consumption which is assumed to depend on the type-of-trip and is
sampled using probability distributions. The same holds for the second fuel
consumption when the battery is running low. If there is not enough fuel
in the tank for driving in the next time step, a refill is assumed to take
place. For each PHEV i, the battery has an initial level of SOC0,i and an
initial second fuel state of tank SOT 0,i. It is assumed that the SOT reaches
SOT i

max after a refill event.

The ICS is modeled as in the EVC-C model with an EVC price Et
p that

is assumed to follow a daily variable electricity price pt and an additional
charging price constant H, that represents an extra cost added by for ex-
ample the retailer. It is assumed that each slow and medium charging event
has an additional fixed cost EF ix,c. At time periods t ∈ T i

F , when the
charging price higher than the individual price limit, the charging moment
is postponed, given that the SOC level is not below a certain fraction. An
individual daily price-limit P i

L, here assumed to be uniformly distributed
among the individuals, is exemplified together with a forecasted daily EVC
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price Et
p in Figure 3.7. The individual price-limit reflects that different in-

dividuals could change their charging behavior depending on different price
levels. For the flexible charging it is also assumed that in a percentage of the
events fast charging is preferred over second fuel use when the SOC is low
and the PHEV is performing a trip. It is then assumed that a fast charging
station exits in a reachable distance for the vehicle to visit during the trip
and that the battery is charged during Δt with a fast charging power of Pc3

at a fixed fast charging cost of EF ix,F c.

The total charging cost for a vehicle can be estimated by counting the
number of slow, medium and fast charging events and adding it to the
total variable charging cost. The distance driven with electricity, electricity
consumed from the grid and the variable electricity charging cost for each
vehicle can be estimated as well as the number of refill events, the distance
driven with the second fuel and the second fuel cost for each vehicle. The
total load profile P̄ t

tot is estimated by adding an overall mean load P̄ t
B , to the

estimated mean EVC load P̄ t
V from a number Ntot of PHEVs using Monte

Carlo simulations.
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Figure 3.7: Price-limit example

EVC-ER: Electrified road model

The EVC-ER model is based on the EVC-D model but is further devel-
oped to include dynamic EVC at ERs. The model investigates static EVC
at parking sites and dynamic EVC along ERs while driving, extending the
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charging location to be both during parking events and driving occasions
which impacts the charging moment. In the model a dynamic EVC infras-
tructure is assumed to exist enabling for EVC while driving at an ER. Static
EVC infrastructure at parking sites is also assumed to exist. If the vehicle
is driven on an ER, inductive or conductive dynamic EVC is assumed to be
available and the vehicle could be charging and consuming at the same time.
When the vehicle is driven on an ER, the engine is assumed to primarily be
run directly with power from the dynamic EVC or from the battery given
there is enough. Excess EVC power available along the ER is used to charge
the battery. If the energy stored in the battery and the charging power PER

at the ER is insufficient to meet the engine power demand a pure EV cannot
be driven any longer. In the same case a PHEV instead switches to usage
of the second fuel. If the battery is fully charged the charging load P

t,i
EV C is

equal to the engine power demand while the battery level remains constant.
The wear of the battery is decreased due to reduced amount of charging and
discharging cycles, and also the losses are reduced when the engine power
demand is met by the dynamic EVC along the ER.

The static EVC power Pstat depends on available outlets at the parking
sites while the dynamic EVC power depends on the available power along
the ER PER. Each PHEV has a battery with an initial level of SOC0,i,
and a second fuel tank with an initial state of tank SOT 0,i. Driving cycles
are used in order to estimate the velocity when the vehicle is driven and
hence the distance driven can be determined for each time step. With the
model it could also be possible to implement charging of the battery through
regenerative breaking with occurrence estimated from the driving cycles.

The charging price Pricet
ER per kWh when charging along an ER is

set as a time-dependent EVC price Et
EV C per kWh with an additional ER

fee eER per kWh. The mean EVC load profile P̄
T,H
EV C , distances driven,

EVC costs, electricity use, second fuel use, and standard deviations can
be estimated using Monte Carlo simulations, enabling for comparisons of
different combinations of EVC infrastructures with dynamic EVC at ERs,
static EVC at parking sites and type-of-trips. Since a Markov assumption
as a result gives a possible change of state after one time step, the size of the
time step length has an impact on the mobility model performance. This
means that the length of the time step used in the simulation will impact the
output why it becomes important to determine a time step that gives a result
as reliable as possible. The method for determining an optimal time step
for the simulation in order to replicate the car travel behavior as accurate
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as possible is described in Paper VII, as minimizing the deviation between
the statistics and the simulation output of the time-dependent number of
trips modeled with the vehicle mobility model. A time step of 20 minutes
was found to be the best fit.

EVC-ER-V2G: Electrified road model considering vehicle-to-grid

An interesting issue to investigate is the potential of V2G services when
charging infrastructure is assumed to exist both for dynamic EVC along
ERs while driving and for static EVC at parking sites. Assuming that V2G
is possible the EVC-ER-V2G model can be used to estimate the potential for
total V2G opportunities to inject or consume power in a given moment. The
charging location is thus both during parking events and driving occasions
which impacts the charging moment, and the model assumes that both UniC
and BiC are possible. The model is based on the EVC-ER model including
the EVC-D model of PHEV mobility, PHEV power demand while driven,
static EVC at parking sites and dynamic EVC at ERs. The model is further
developed to estimate the V2G potential both for static and dynamic EVC
both for injecting and consuming power from the grid. The timing for the
V2G potential is limited by the charging infrastructure, travel behavior and
charging behavior. The V2G power injection and consumption potential
depend on the charging infrastructure, charging behavior, battery size and
charging capacity.

The aggregated and time-dependent state of charge for a vehicle fleet
SOCt

F leet, is estimated using the mean SOC at time t for N PHEV sam-
ples and aggregating them by multiplying with the size of the vehicle fleet
NP HEV . Furthermore, the aggregated maximum potential Demandt

F leet of
the time-dependent EVC demand is estimated by subtracting SOCt,i from
the maximum SOCi

Max for all PHEV samples i in all time steps t, and
multiplying with the fleet size NP HEV . The aggregated maximum available
time-dependent battery storage Storaget

F leet, is estimated by subtracting
the minimum depth of discharge allowed DODi in each PHEV battery from
the SOCt,i, for all time steps t, and multiplying with the fleet size NP HEV .
The numbers of vehicles that are connected for static EVC at any parking
site or connected for dynamic EVC at any electrified road are counted so
that the V2G potential for both static and dynamic EVC both for injecting
and consuming power from the grid can be estimated. A PHEV is only
assumed to be connected when an EVC demand exists.

The total impact of the V2G power injection potential is evaluated by
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subtracting it from the uncontrolled EVC load profile P t
EV C and the impact

of the V2G power injection potential V 2Gt
ER,inj , related to the ER is esti-

mated. Moreover, the impact of the total V2G power consumption potential
is evaluated by adding the V2G power consumption potential for the static
and dynamic EVC to the uncontrolled EVC load profile P t

EV C , and the im-
pact of the V2G power injection potential related to the ER is estimated.
These estimations of the time-dependent mean values of the V2G potentials
are added to an overall load profile P t.

EVC-ML: Multinomial logit Markov model for EVC application

The EVC-ML model is based on the EVC-D model with an EVC demand
arising due to the engine power demand during car trips that results in
an EVC demand and corresponding EVC load profiles depending on the
available EVC infrastructure. The EVC demand in this model is in addi-
tion also assumed to depend on individual preferences, which impacts the
charging location and the charging moment. In applications where individ-
ual preferences in a population are interesting to account for, logit models
are advantageous to use when they are flexible and can be used to model
the individual consumer preferences [73]. The EVC-ML is a combination of
the EVC-D model and a logit model that makes it possible to evaluate out-
comes of combinations of consumer preferences and ICS’s in a population. If
taking into account consumer preferences, for example related to consumer
costs and comfort, when estimating the EVC demand, it becomes possible
to estimate impact indicators such as the EVC load profiles, second fuel use,
electricity use, costs and emissions. Based on these impact indicators, ICS’s
due to what individuals would choose in a given context may be evaluated.

The overall EVC-ML model is illustrated in Figure 3.8, highlighting the
user preference logit modeling in box No. 20. The vehicle mobility, wether
the vehicle is parked or used for a trip, is modeled using the EVC-D model
from where the state of the vehicle St,i, in box No. 18 is derived.

The engine power consumption impacts the time-dependent levels of the
state of charge SOCt,i and state of tank SOT t,i for the PHEV, modeled
using the EVC-D model, are attribute variables in the EVC-ML model.
The available EVC infrastructure at parking sites, and possibilities to charge
during regenerative breaking and/or along ERs, and/or V2G availability, are
illustrated by boxes No. 6, and No. 14-No. 16. The parking states, and/or
ERs at specified driving states, can offer EVC options if infrastructure exists,
and when an EVC option exists the battery may be charged. Given an EVC
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Figure 3.8: Illustration of the overall EVC-ML model emphasizing parts for the
case study and the user preference logit modeling.

demand and available EVC infrastructure, that static EVC is available at
a parking site or that dynamic EVC is available at an ER, the EVC-ML
model considers input attribute variables, for example the EVC price pt.

The further development in the EVC-ML model is the user preference
modeling which is set according to ICS’s. When an EVC option exists, the
battery may be charged or not depending on the EV user preference of the
attributes variables. The decision to charge the battery, which is Alternative
1, or postpone the charging, which is Alternative 2, is based on individual
preference. A third alternative, to discharge the battery, could be added to
the model.

In order to estimate the choice probabilities for each alternative, the pref-
erence for an individual in a segment is set using the attributes. Only one
charging capacity is assumed at the parking site, but more options to choose
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between could be added if assuming charging stations. The attributes are
summarized for each individual and alternative at time t, and the choice
probability distributions are estimated for each ICS assuming different pref-
erences. The choice probabilities for each alternative are compared with
a random and uniform number H ∈ U [0, 1] in order to make individual
decisions in each time step and action are taken according to the chosen
alternative. With this approach it is possible to estimate the choice proba-
bilities and tune them according to the ICS’s. The consumer preferences of
EVC that may be considered are categorized in a number of attributes for
decision makers and a rule for combining them in each ICS. The attributes
accounted for in the case study are the EVC price, the SOC in battery, the
vehicle location and the power production mix. Additional details can be
found in Paper VIII.





Chapter 4

Case studies

This chapter summarizes case studies carried out with the models EVC-A to
EVC-ML and comments on the resulting estimates of the EVC load profiles
due to the key factors: The charging location, the charging need and the
charging moment.

4.1 Case studies and modeling approaches

The case studies exemplify how the developed models can be used to study
the EVC impact on load profiles considering different approaches and/or
assumptions of the key factors, the charging location, the charging need and
the charging moment and how these impact the results. The case studies
further exemplify the type of results that can be obtained using the models
and how they can be used to quantify EVC load profiles for different levels of
EV introduction and EVC infrastructures, and how the travel behavior will
impact the EVC demand. The cases investigated, equations, additional in-
put data and results can be found in the appended papers. The EVC impact
on load profiles is shown when considering the charging location to be only
home-charging, or at additional static EVC opportunities at several parking
sites with different charging capacity, and/or at dynamic EVC opportuni-
ties along ERs. Furthermore, the impact on EVC load profiles is shown
for a detailed mobility modeling including the type-of-trips performed and
their corresponding charging opportunities which impact the charging mo-
ment. Moreover, the engine power demand when driving the vehicle at any
type-of-trip is considered which impacts the charging need and the eventual
second fuel consumption. Furthermore, the V2G potential is commented on
and ICS’s are investigated when responses to for example price signals based

49
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on consumer preferences are considered. Due to a change in assumptions,
regarding for example the charging location, the charging moment will be
impacted, which is why it is important to consider the interrelations among
key factors. Resulting estimates of expected EVC load profiles for a vehicle
based on cases with the four models EVC-A to EVC-D are seen in Figure 4.2.

The EVC load profiles are dependent on the approaches when modeling
the key factors. For example if variables are treated as stochastic or con-
stant and which values they adopt in each case. For example the battery
storage, the charging power opportunity and the consumption level have an
impact on the resulting EVC load. With a small battery storage the sec-
ond fuel consumption is increased and the magnitude of the estimated mean
EVC load profile is decreased compared to a case with a large battery stor-
age. The charging opportunity and travel pattern impact the timing for the
charging and thereby shifts the EVC load depending on when the vehicle is
charging. With a slow charging power the charging time period is increased
which impacts the load profile by distributing the charging over a longer
time period and thereby the estimated mean load peaks and variations are
reduced compared to with a fast charging power.

The eventual charging opportunity of dynamic EVC while driving along
an ER as an additional charging location will impact the charging moment.
When ERs exist the charging time periods are moved from moments of when
the vehicles are parked to moments when the vehicles are used for driving
along the ERs. The more time spent along ERs with dynamic EVC and at
parking sites with static EVC, the less second fuel needs to be used for a
PEHV and the more dependent of the power production mix the emissions
become.

The consumer preferences will impact the charging moment and also
charging location. For example the charging price and the individually set
charging price limit impacts the charging moment.

The charging need is primary impacted by the driving behavior, the driv-
ing cycles, engine power consumption and the battery size. The resulting
estimated mean electricity use for a vehicle in each of the cases are within
the interval 7.5 kWh-11.7 kWh each weekday, with differences found in Ta-
ble 4.1 depending on the assumptions of travel behavior, charging need,
consumer preference and available EVC infrastructure. The assumed travel
behavior used as input in the models EVC-A and EVC-B are based on esti-
mations of common car traveling [84]. The assumed travel behavior used as
input in the models EVC-D to EVC-ML is based on statistics collected from
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the Swedish National Travel Survey (RES0506) database which contains de-
tailed detailed travel information from the period of 1st October 2005 to
30th September 2006 of respondents’ movements, mode of transport, errand
of the journey, starting and ending times [24].

The resulting values are estimated mean values for several simulation
samples and in order to verify that a sufficient number of samples is used,
the convergency of the load profiles is checked. An example of this for the
case study using the EVC-ER model, when ERs are included, is shown in
Fig. 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Convergence plot of estimated EVC mean load at 17pm.

Table 4.1: Average mean values in the EVC models

Model Electricity Second Useable Engine power Electricity Second fuel
use [kWh] fuel battery consumption driven driven

use [l] storage [kWh] [kWh/km] distance [km] distance [km]

EVC-A UCC 8 N/A N/A 0.2 40 0
ECS 8 N/A N/A 0.2 40 0

EVC-B UCC 7.5 N/A 8 0.2 38 N/A
EVC-C UCC 9.1 N/A 10 0.176 52 N/A
EVC-D UCC 7.9 0.8 16 0.19-0.25 40 15

ICS 8.3 0.7 16 0.19-0.25 42 13
EVC-ER UCC 0-11.7 0-2.9 16 0.21 0-59 0-59
EVC-ML ICS-UCC 3.8-9.4 0.9-1.5 8 0.21 19-47 11-39
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EVC load profile estimates using the EVC-A and EVC-B models

The case study with the EVC-A model evaluates the impact on load profiles
considering the charging location to be at home or at a commuting parking
site in Paper II, based on UCC or ECS. The case study with the EVC-B
model in Paper IV evaluates UCC impact on the load profile considering the
charging location to be only at home. The Figure 4.2 (a) and Figure 4.2 (c)
results from cases of UCC at home with the EVC-A and the EVC-B model,
respectively.

The EVC-B model considers individual residential activity patterns to
estimate the charging moment, while the case with the EVC-A model uses
an estimation of a mean starting time sampled from a normal distribution.
Figure 4.2 (b) shows a case where ECS is used to distribute the charging
in order to smooth the estimated total mean load. This case has the least
impact on estimated total load peaks, however, this case assumes external
control which could limit the mobility for an EV and result in in increased
second fuel need for a PHEV. Furthermore, this would require communi-
cation between the vehicle and an external unit and some kind of contract
and/or regulations in order to be a viable option. The Figure 4.2 (a) shows a
smooth expected load profile as a result of the charging moment estimation
compared to the case study with the EVC-B model which results in a less
smooth expected load profile, which can be seen in Figure 4.2 (c), as a result
of the underlying individual activity patterns. The estimated expected load
peak for this case becomes less than the peak in Figure 4.2 (a) when the
resulting EVC pattern is distributed in a longer time period for the case
using the EVC-B model due to the underlying activities and when the car
is used and charged.

Both Figure 4.2 (a) and Figure 4.2 (c) show cases where charging at any
other location than at home is neglected. The estimates with the EVC-A
and EVC-B model show that the UCC at home most likely will occur in
the afternoon hours related to when arriving home after car travels made
during the day which has created a charging need, that is met when the
battery is connected for charging when arriving home. The charging moment
and load peaks therefore occurs around 17-18pm for residential households
and the EVC load profiles coincides with load related to other electricity-
dependent activities performed in the households when the residents are
at home, for example cooking, washing, dishwashing and lightning. The
moveable activities that can be identified in order to mitigate the increased
load peak due to the UCC are in this case for example electricity use due
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to dishwashing and washing and the EVC itself. If postponing these to
later hours and distributing the starting time, to avoid that many vehicle
charging occasions, or dishwashers/washers, in the same area starts at the
same time which would result in yet another load peak but at a specific
time later. The results using the EVC-B model indicate that EVC seems to
become a large part of of the overall household energy use, depending on the
car use and the vehicle battery size, and this indicates that the potential for
smoothing out the household load profile via load shifting is large. The EVC
also introduces a larger share of variation in the household load which is yet
another reason for considering the eventual need of distributing the EVC for
valley filling to mitigate risk for large load peaks. However, distributing the
charging during the hours when the vehicles are parked would need some
aggregating functionality and communications in an area to distribute the
EVC with respect to the charging need of each individual vehicle according
to some ICS’s or ECS’s.

Furthermore, if the vehicle could inject power into the grid, the load
peaks could be cut even more in combination with the other electricity-
dependent activities, however this would impact the lifetime of the battery
negatively, due to the increased amount of charging and discharging cycles.
The battery is a costly component which is why the benefit of mitigating
load peaks using V2G would need to create greater value than the negative
effect on the battery. These aspects need to be weighted against another
which requires more investigations in order to determine wether injecting
power to the grid from the battery is a viable option.
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(a) EVC-A, UCC. Uncontrolled home-charging.
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(b) EVC-A, ECS. Example of external charging
control.
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(c) EVC-B, UCC. Uncontrolled home-
charging based on residential activities.
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(d) EVC-C, UCC. Uncontrolled charging at all
parking sites for one type-of-trip.
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(e) EVC-D, UCC. Uncontrolled charging at
some parking sites for several type-of-trips.
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(f) EVC-D, ICS. Individual charging strategy
where the charging is postponed when the charg-
ing price is high.

Figure 4.2: Estimated mean EVC load profiles of UniC with the EVC-A to EVC-D
models. The estimated mean standard deviations reflect the individual differences.
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EVC load profile estimates using the EVC-C model

In comparison to the case studies using the EVC-A and EVC-B models
the case study with the EVC-C model in Paper III extends the charging
location to be in addition to charging at home also at any parking site after
any car trip performed assuming that all parking events holds a charging
opportunity. Figure 4.2 (d) shows an EVC pattern based on the possibility
to charge the battery after every trip simulated using the EVC-C model.
The estimated mean standard deviation reflects the individual differences in
the charging behavior. This model captures the daily travel patterns better
than the previous cases with the EVC-A and EVC-B models, however, the
resulting estimates are based on an assumption that available outlets exist
at any parking site. The EVC-C model captures the time-dependency of
the trips made, the charging need during the trips and all parking events.
The estimated mean use of the PHEV with this model is around 1.1 hours
and 52 km with a charging need of around 9.1 kWh each weekday. The
case study with the EVC-C model evaluates the impact due to UCC, shown
in Figure 4.2 (d), with the charging moment allowed to be during parking
events at any location. This modeling approach, only considering UniC,
results in two load peaks, one in the morning hours and one in the afternoon
hours. The EVC is thus distributed to all parking events which is around
90% of the time. Compared to the load profile resulting due to only home
charging using any of the EVC-A or EVC-B models, the afternoon load
peak is thus reduced, and instead one more EVC load peak is created that
is related to charging when arriving to work after a commuting trip which are
the most common car trips. The timing for these two load peaks coincides
with the timing for overall load peaks in Sweden. The resulting load peak
in the evening hours is somewhat larger than the load peak in the morning
hours. The impact due to an ICS with price sensitive and flexible charging
for one type-of-trip using the EVC-C model can be found in Paper IV.

EVC load profile estimates using the EVC-D model

The case study with the EVC-D model in Paper VI considers UCC based
on various types-of-trips with related charging opportunities, and UniC, or
an ICS with flexible rechargers due to price sensitivity. The EVC-D model
takes into account charging opportunity related to the parking site and the
velocity and an engine power demand related to the type-of-trip. With the
EVC-D model it is also possible to capture parking events without charging
opportunity after a type-of-trip. The ICS in EVC-D model, in comparison
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to the ICS in the EVC-C model, also takes into account the choice between
fast charging and driving on a second fuel due to price sensitivity. The case
study with the EVC-D model also estimates CO2 emissions, distances driven
with the second fuel, second fuel use, electricity use and costs which may be
compared for UCC and ICS.

The results from the case study with the EVC-D model show how com-
pared to UCC an ICS can increase the share of electricity use and reduce the
share of second fuel use without compromising with the mobility or the total
driving cost, based on the input data, with EVC responding to a varying
daily EVC price and available EVC infrastructure including fast charging
stations. The total energy use is reduced due to the increased share of elec-
tricity use but this is based on the power production mix of the electricity, in
this case the Nordic mix, which always need to be considered if wanting to
reduce the total amount of CO2 emissions by using PHEVs and EVs instead
of ICEVs. Only a power production mix with relatively low CO2 emission
rate per produced kWh for the charging of an electrified passenger vehicle
fleet leads to less CO2 emissions than using ICEVs if only considering the
engine power consumption emissions.

In Figure 4.2 (e) and Figure 4.2 (f) the resulting estimate of the ex-
pected EVC load in an UCC case and an ICS case using the EVC-D model,
respectively are shown. These two cases with the EVC-D model also capture
daily travel patterns, and in addition also charging opportunities at parking
events related to the type-of-trip. In the UCC cases using the EVC-C model
and the EVC-D model these daily travel patterns and assumptions result
in two daily expected load peaks instead of one as in the previous cases
in Figure 4.2 (a) and Figure 4.2 (c). The timing for these two load peaks
coincides with the timing for peak power prices which should be useful to
consider if wanting to design incentives for ICS and ECS. Figure 4.2 (e)
shows the deeper valley in the middle of the day with the EVC-D model
compared to the estimate of the mean load profile in Figure 4.2 (d). This
is due to the dependence between the type-of-trip and the engine power de-
mand that creates the charging need, and due to the dependence between the
different charging opportunities at the charging location after a performed
type-of-trip, which are captured with the EVC-D model. In the case study
the charging capacity at work and at home is assumed to be slightly higher
than at other parking sites and not all parking sites are assumed to offer
charging opportunities, as they are in the case study with the EVC-C model.
This is not captured in the models EVC-A to EVC-C but are in the models
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EVC-D, EVC-ER and EVC-ML.

The estimates of the mean standard deviations of the load profiles using
the EVC-D model show that the ICS, Figure 4.2 (f), results in a greater
variation than the UCC, due to postponing charging when the price is high
and that also fast charging is possible. A load shift towards the afternoon
is possible with the ICS, smoothing the estimated total mean load profile
and decreasing the additional estimated mean EVC load during timing of
overall load peaks. This is due to postponing charging into hours of lower
prices and lower demand. The standard deviation reflects the individual
differences in the charging behavior, and in this case more samples would
further reduce the variation in the estimated mean standard deviation.

EVC load profile estimates using the EVC-ER model

The case study with the EVC-ER model in Paper VII shows results for
when dynamic EVC along ERs are included as charging location and thereby
impacting the charging moment. Figure 4.4 shows load profiles from the case
study with the EVC-ER model for a weekday where the simulated second
day is shown. Compared to the load profiles in Figure 4.2, the load profiles in
Figure 4.4 show how load peaks occur in the middle of the day, when vehicles
are assumed to charge along an ER according to the type-of-trip performed,
in addition to the load peaks corresponding to static EVC simulated with the
EVC-D model when arriving to work or home in morning and evening hours,
respectively. This means that with a well-dimensioned EVC infrastructure
with ERs, the load profile can be smoothed during the day compared to
with only static EVC. In general cars are used only around 10% of the
time, while they are parked the rest. This indicates that the usefulness of a
dynamic EVC infrastructure would be enhanced if the available EVC power
is large enough to meet the time-dependent EVC demand by direct power
use for electric propulsion while the vehicle is driven depending on during
which type-of-trip an ER is available. For example when dynamic ER only is
available at commuting trips to work, this creates increased EVC load in the
morning and evening hours compared to the cases without ERs. With the
EVC-ER model it is also possible to evaluate electricity use versus second
fuel and in a system with dynamic EVC at ERs and static EVC at parking
sites. Figure 4.3 (a) show the estimation of the mean EVC load profile for
one PHEV when dynamic EVC at 5 kW is performed at ERs during all
type-of-trips and static EVC is performed at all parking events at 2.3 kW.
Figure 4.3 (b) show the estimation of the maximum amount of PHEVs in
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a vehicle fleet that can be connected when EVC can be performed both at
parking sites and along ERs.
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(a) Estimated mean EVC load profile.
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Figure 4.3: EVC estimations.

The electricity use depends on the available static EVC infrastructure at
the parking sites and dynamic EVC infrastructure along ERs. For example
in a system where ERs exist during all type-of-trips, and an available charg-
ing power of 10 kW, for a PHEV with a useable battery storage of 4 kWh,
the estimated mean electricity use, due to that the engine power demand
during the trip, is covered by the energy transferred from the ER through
both direct power use and charging of the battery. When ERs exist only
during some type-of-trips, second fuel is needed to cover the engine power
demand for driving the PHEV and the EVC load is slightly moved towards
parking hours when static EVC is available, with the exception of when no
static EVC is available. For example when ERs only are available during
commuting trips between home and work, the second fuel use is increased,
the electricity use is decreased and the charging moment mostly occurs at
time periods for the commuting trips in the morning and evening hours. It
was found that 6-10 kW for the dynamic EVC at ERs in this case study
meets the PHEV and EV engine power demand for a relatively small bat-
tery, resulting in zero second fuel use, providing that ER infrastructure is
available at all type-of-trips. Figure 4.5 shows the electricity and second
fuel use in a system including different EVC infrastructure with static EVC
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infrastructure at parking sites and/or dynamic EVC infrastructure along
ERs.

If the ER is available only during some type-of-trips and at low power,
second fuel use becomes inevitable. The most common type-of-trip is com-
muting to work which is why roads with a frequent commuting use could
be considered to become ERs if wanting to increase the electricity use, how-
ever, the EVC load peaks in morning and evening hours would then be
increased, which is why it is important to consider which roads that should
offer dynamic EVC.
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(a) EVC-ER, when static EVC is available at
all parking sites and dynamic EVC is available
along ERs during all type-of-trips.
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(b) EVC-ER, when static EVC is available at
parking sites related to commuting trips to
work and home, and dynamic EVC is available
along ERs during all type-of-trips.
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(c) EVC-ER, when static EVC is available at
all parking sites and dynamic EVC is available
along ERs during commuting trips to work and
home.
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(d) EVC-ER, when no static EVC is available
at any parking site and dynamic EVC is avail-
able along ERs during all type-of-trips.

Figure 4.4: Estimated mean EVC load profiles of UniC with the EVC-ER model.
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Figure 4.5: Case comparison, sorted based on second fuel use.
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V2G potential estimates using the EVC-ER-V2G model

The case study with the EVC-ER-V2G model shows how the potential for
using EVs as flexible capacity may be evaluated, when both UniC and BiC
are assumed to be possible and an infrastructure including both static EVC
at parking sites and dynamic EVC along electrified roads is assumed to
exist. The case study and resulting figures can be found in Paper V. This
case study differs from the previous ones when the results exemplify how an
aggregated V2G potential for injecting or consuming power to the grid can
be estimated. The V2G potential is estimated in a time step considering
that the potential was not used in previous time step. The V2G could be
implemented by discharging and charging the battery using the model if
the demand for this would be available throughout a day. With a fleet of
900’000 PHEVs, that case study show that if the timing coincides, the V2G
potential impact for injecting power in the Swedish area SE3 is around 16%
of the total Swedish demand at the hour of the peak demand, and the V2G
potential impact for consuming power would be around 18% of the demand
at the hour of the minimum demand depending on the available charging
power. With the EVC-ER-V2G model it is possible to find the timing for
and V2G potential impact during demand peaks and valleys based on the
driving patterns of the vehicles, the charging need, and the EVC and V2G
infrastructure. This is beneficial when considering to meet an increased
balancing need in the power system with larger amounts of variability in
the power production such as wind and solar power.

EVC load profile estimates using the EVC-ML model

The case study with the EVC-ML model in Paper VIII shows how individual
EVC consumer preferences can be accounted for with ICS and how they may
impact estimations of the load profiles, costs, electricity use, second fuel use
and CO2 emissions. Figure 4.6 show the estimated mean load profiles for
when the static EVC is assumed to be impacted by consumer preferences
based on responses to EVC price, power production mix, and based on the
charging location using the EVC-ML model. Only UniC was considered in
the case study but the model could be extended to investigate BiC. In the
simulation the vehicles are parked around 89% of the time and drives in av-
erage around 57-59 km/day and depending on preferences according to an
EVC strategy these kilometers are driven using different shares, 32-80% us-
ing electricity to meet the engine power demand. The decisions made in the
EVC strategies impact the EVC load profile and the cost of EVC and sec-
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ond fuel use. It was found that the strategy of EVC price sensitive charging
reduced the EVC cost with around 182 e/year, however, this also results in
that the distance driven using the second fuel increases, and approximately
110 liters/year more of second fuel is needed in order to meet the engine
power demand. Using second fuel or electricity for propulsion is always a
consideration that needs to be included when forming an EVC strategy, and
the savings that can be made by postponing the charging need to be weight
against the cost that will come from an increased second fuel need, given
the same mobility demand.

Figure 4.6 (a) shows a resulting mean EVC load profile estimate due to a
price dependent charging, PDC, strategy. In this case the EVC is moved to
hours with lower power prices and less overall demand, which lead to that
less time in average is put in charging when it is needed the most due to
the timing for the EVC demand and the parking times periods. The same
applies to the location dependent charging strategies LDC1, which is EVC
at home and work, and LDC2, which is EVC at other parking events, when
the available outlets delimit the potential charging occasions, and shifts the
EVC load profiles into the morning and afternoon hours, and into the middle
of the day, respectively shown in the Figures 4.6 (c) and (d). This comes with
a reduced average electricity use and results in an increased second fuel use
in order for the vehicle to remain mobile. For the CO2 dependent charging
strategy, CO2DC, the EVC is expected to respond to signals of when the
share of renewable power production in the production mix is large and the
resulting estimated mean EVC load profile is shown in Figure 4.6 (b). In the
case study that share was similar during all hours of the day due to a large
share of nuclear power and hydro power. With a large share of solar power
production this strategy would shift the EVC load profile into the middle of
the day depending on the hours of available sun light.
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(a) EVC-ML, ICS: PDC, price dependent charging.
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(b) EVC-ML, ICS: CO2DC, emission dependent charging.
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(c) EVC-ML, ICS: LDC1, location dependent charging at home and work.
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(d) EVC-ML, ICS: LDC2, location dependent charging at parking sites not at home or at work.

Figure 4.6: Estimated mean EVC load profiles of UniC with the EVC-ML model.
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4.2 Model performances

The model performances and the model considerations of the charging op-
tions and driving consumption levels are summarized in Table 4.2. All simu-
lations were performed with MATLAB 7.10.0 on a computer with Processor:
Intel(R) Core(TM) i5 CPU M 540 @ 2.53GHz. Installed memory (RAM):
4 GB. System type: 32-bit Operating System. The simulation time for
the different models varies due to differences in the assumptions and input
data. A summary of differences in the models can be found in Table 5.2 in
section 5.1. The simulation time for the EVC-B model is longer than the
simulation time for the EVC-A model due to the generation of the under-
lying electricity-dependent activities. In the EVC-C model and the EVC-D
model the key factors are treated as dependent on each other, and in EVC-
D they are also time-and type-of-trip-dependent. The simulation time for
the EVC-D model becomes longer than for the EVC-C model due to this
higher level of detail in the travel modeling. The conditions added to the
EVC-C model and the EVC-D model in order to model ICS yet adds some
simulation time. The code setup for the mobility modeling in the models
EVC-ER, EVC-ER-V2G and EVC-ML was improved compared to for the
EVC-D model which is why the simulation time was reduced. In the EVC-
ER-V2G model fewer variables were used which reduced the simulation time
further.

Case study summary

By using the EVC models it is possible to estimate time-dependent expected
EVC load profiles based on EV utilization and induced charging needs for
UCC. It is also possible to estimate expected EVC load profiles for flexi-
ble charging due to charging price sensitivity with the EVC-C and EVC-D
models, and due to additional EVC preferences in ICS’s using the EVC-ML
model. With the models EVC-D, EVC-ER and EVC-ML it is also possi-
ble to estimate costs of the electricity use and compare it to the estimated
second fuel use for UCC and flexible charging utilizing ICS. The flexibility
to postpone the charging moment due to charging price sensitivity in the
models EVC-C, EVC-D and EVC-ML affect the load profiles by smooth-
ing the overall average load profiles. However, with the ICS in the EVC-C
and EVC-D models the variation for the individual estimate of the EVC
load standard deviation increases compared to for the modeled UCC due to
eventual postponed charging and fast charging capacity. With possibility to
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Table 4.2: Model considerations and performance

EVC Charging Charging Engine Time Sim. time
model oppor- option power step for 1000

tunity consumption samples

A UCC Slow Constant 1 min 10 min
ECS Slow Constant 1 min 10 min

B UCC Slow Constant 1 min 20 min

C UCC Slow Constant 30 min 10 min
ICS Slow Constant 30 min 20 min

D UCC Slow, medium Dep. on time 15 min 60 min
(second fuel) and type-of-trip

ICS Slow, medium, Dep. on time 15 min 80 min
fast, (second fuel) and type-of-trip

ER UCC Slow, medium, Dep. on time, 20 min 2 min
fast, (second fuel) driving cycle
and ER and type-of-trip

V2G-ER UCC Slow, medium Dep. on time, 20 min 1 min
fast, (second fuel) driving cycle
and ER and type-of-trip

ML ICS Slow, medium Dep. on time, 20 min 2 min
and (second fuel) driving cycle

and type-of-trip

charge the vehicle while driving along an ER, as illustrated with the EVC-
ER model, the charging moment also affect the load profiles by moving the
EVC into times when the vehicle is driven instead of, or in addition to, the
EVC when it is parked.

The case study results in the papers, using the EVC models, show how the
EV utilization induces a charging need and creates a charging behavior that
will impact the overall power system. The results allow for a quantification
of the time-dependent charging load impact, accounting for the UCC load
variation that is brought to the system, and how ICS and/or ERs could
impact the EVC load. The results also allow for an investigation of the
potential of V2G and BiC including ERs using the EVC-ER-V2G model.

The modeling provide opportunities for grid companies (DSOs) to esti-
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mate anticipated needs for investments or upgrades in the grid infrastruc-
ture, and plan for a suitable EVC infrastructure that meets the mobility
demands. An opportunity also arises to estimate needs for incentives in
order to impact the charging location, the charging need and the charging
moment of future EVC. The case study with the EVC-C model shows that
with an introduction of vehicles that can charge their batteries at any park-
ing site, this would create two load peaks, one in the morning hours and one
in the afternoon hours related to the travel and parking behavior during
the day with most trips related to commuting to work and home. Based
on the case study it is seen that if 50% of the Swedish vehicle fleet was
electricity-driven and were connected for charging whenever parked (UCC),
the estimated mean load peak in Sweden would be increased with 1300 MW.
If ICS is used by 80 % flexible charging in this case, where charging is post-
poned the when price is high, the estimated mean load peak is reduced with
300 MW compared to with only UCC.

In the case study with the EVC-D model the type-of-trip is taken into
consideration and also charging opportunities of medium charging power
related to commuting trips which is the largest share of the type-of-trips
performed. This results in a deeper load valley in the middle of the day and
greater load peaks during the morning and afternoon hours than in the case
with the EVC-C model. The peaks are related to charging when arriving to
work and charging when arriving home after work. The decreased load in
the middle of the day is related to the assumed less charging opportunities
during parking sites not related to the home or the work place in the case
study, and also to the assumed higher charging capacity at home and at
work compared to in the case study with the EVC-C model. If 50% of the
whole Swedish vehicle fleet was electricity-driven having an EVC pattern
based on the travel pattern and charging opportunities in the case study
with the EVC-D model, this creates an estimated mean load peak increase
of around 2200 MW. This is 900 MW more than the estimated mean load
peak increase resulting from the UCC case modeled with the EVC-C model
of 1300 MW. With the ICS in the EVC-D model the estimated mean load
peak is reduced with around 400 MW, into an increase of around 1800 MW.
For comparison, if 50% of the Swedish vehicle fleet was electricity-driven
and consuming 6 TWh/year, this corresponds to a mean consumption of
around 685 MW.

If including dynamic EVC along ERs, as with the EVC-ER model, the
EVC is shifted to hours when the vehicle is performing trips, creating load
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peaks mostly in the middle of the day, depending on which type-of-trips that
ER is available during, available charging power, and available static EVC
infrastructure and battery size. Based on estimations in the case study with
the EVC-ER model when 5 kW EVC is assumed to be available along ERs at
all type-of-trips, one EVC load peak occurs around 12pm of approximately
2250 MW with a 50% introduction of PHEVs in Sweden with useable battery
storages of 4 kWh.

If considering individual EVC preferences, as with the EVC-ML model,
the EVC is shifted to occur at hours of low EVC prices, and/or according
to other preferences such as SOC in the battery and power production mix.
The case study using this model result in that the estimated mean EVC
peak load for price dependent charging is moved to 21pm instead of around
17pm, and the location dependent charging results in estimated mean EVC
load peaks at 18pm when charging at home and at work and at 15pm when
charging at other parking sites. These ICS’s comes with reduced estimated
mean EVC load peaks but also with increased estimated mean second fuel
use to meet the mobility need.

These examples show the importance of taking into account travel pat-
terns, related charging opportunities and individual consumer preferences
when considering a large-scale EV introduction. The estimated mean EVC
load peaks may be reduced further with smarter approaches of ICS and/or
ECS.





Chapter 5

Conclusion and future work

This chapter summarizes the main findings in the thesis, draws conclusions
and identifies future research directions.

5.1 Concluding discussion

In this thesis a literature review was made on electric vehicles, their in-
tegration to the power system and electric vehicle charging (EVC) mod-
els. The review structures the previous research in categories A-F based
on EVC opportunities of uncontrolled charging (UCC), external charging
strategies (ECS) or individual charging strategies (ICS), that may consider
unidirectional charging (UniC) or bidirectional (BiC) charging. The review
further identifies three key factors when modeling electric vehicle mobility
and charging behavior in order to estimate EVC load profiles, namely the
charging location, the charging need and the charging moment. The review
structures previous research based on these key factors and points out com-
monly used assumptions regarding them and the impact of these related to
the EVC opportunities. Furthermore, the thesis presents EVC models devel-
oped of electric vehicle mobility and charging behavior that can be used to
investigate charging needs and EVC impact on load profiles. These models
are placed in categories B, D and F in Table 5.1, and the assumptions and
different approaches used to model the key factors are summarized in Ta-
ble 5.2 showing differences and similarities among the models. Conclusions
that can be made using the different models are discussed in this section.
Monte Carlo and Markov methods have been applied in order to simulate
how different individuals can use and charge their EVs. This means that the

69
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expected mean values and standard deviation of both individuals and total
EVC can be estimated using the models.

Table 5.1: EVC opportunities considered in the developed models

UCC ECS ICS

BiC A: EVC-ER-V2G C: - E: -

UniC B: EVC-A to EVC-ER D: EVC-A F: EVC-C, EVC-D, EVC-ML

Table 5.2: Key factors

Model EVC Charging location Charging need Charging moment

A UCC At home or commuting Sampled from pdf Sampled from pdf
parking site when parked

ECS Wherever Sampled from pdf Sampled from pdf

B UCC At home Related to activities Individual start
and usage probability when returning home

C UCC Time-dependent Time-dependent consumption Individual start
locations during any level based on velocity, after any trip
parking event sampled from pdf

ICS Time-dependent Time-dependent consumption Charging price sensitive
locations during any level based on velocity, start after any trip
parking event sampled from pdf

D UCC Time-dependent Time-dependent consumption Individual start
location during level related to after a type-of-trip
any parking event the type-of-trip, with charging
related to the sampled from pdf opportunity
type-of-trip

ICS Time-dependent Time-dependent consumption Charging price sensitive
location during level related to start after a
any parking event the type-of-trip, type-of-trip with
related to the sampled from pdf charging opportunity
type-of-trip and
considers second
fuel use and
fast charging

ER UCC Time-dependent Time-dependent consumption Individual start
location during a level due to the driving during any- and/or
parking event, and/or cycle related to after a type-of-trip
during a type-of-trip the type-of-trip with charging
along an ER, considers opportunity
second fuel use

ER-V2G UCC Time-dependent Time-dependent consumption Individual start
location during a level due to the driving during any- and/or
parking event, and/or cycle related to after a type-of-trip
during a type-of-trip the type-of-trip with charging
along an ER, considers opportunity
second fuel use

ML ICS Time-dependent Time-dependent consumption Strategy sensitive
and strategy sensitive level due to the driving starting time after a
location during cycle related to type-of-trip with
a parking event related the type-of-trip charging opportunity
to the type-of-trip,
considers second fuel
use and fast charging
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EVC-A model

The impact on the load profile was investigated with the EVC-A model, sim-
ulating different EVC cases and the EVC load impact on the transformer
hotspot temperature and loss of life. The results show that UCC leads to
increased load peaks compared to a case without EVs, and this affect the
transformer loss of life negatively, when exponential aging behavior occurs
during load peaks. Furthermore, the results show that an ECS that dis-
tributes the charging moment would reduce the risk for overloads.

EVC-B model

The EVC-B model was developed to investigate PHEV home-charging. With
the model it is possible to simulate the residential total expected load pro-
file due to PHEV charging together with several other electricity-dependent
activities performed in a household, which was not considered in the EVC-A
model. The expected total load profile and the variation in the load profile
can be estimated with the model, and the results from the case study show
that with UCC the charging mostly occurs in the afternoon. In Case 1 in
the case study with the EVC-B model, the PHEV represents around one
third of the total expected load during the load peak and around a fifth of
the total expected electric energy used/day. The model makes it possible
to differentiate and compare the timing and amount of electricity use due
to UCC with other residential electricity-dependent activities, indicating a
potential for load shifting.

EVC-C model

With the EVC-C model of UCC it is possible to estimate expected charging
load profiles depending on the introduction level and charging flexibility,
allowing the charging location to be at a parking location after any trip
performed, compared to the EVC-A and EVC-B models which considered
home-charging or charging at work. Results from the case study with the
model based on Swedish travel statistics show how an introduction of PHEVs
in the car fleet may affect the overall load and load peaks in morning hours
and afternoon hours due to charging patterns for vehicle charging when
parked mainly related to commuting trips. Simulations with the model also
show how ICS with price-sensitive and flexible charging may mitigate the
overall load peak increase by postponing the charging moment into hours
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with lower demand, indicating an opportunity for PHEV batteries to act as
flexible loads to reduce load peaks.

EVC-D model

With the EVC-D model it is possible to simulate detailed PHEV mobility
behavior due to the type-of-trip and related charging opportunities consider-
ing the interrelation among the key factors which was not considered in the
EVC-D model. The EVC impact on the overall load profile is estimated by
introducing the charging location to be at several parking sites after type-of-
trips with different engine power consumption levels. The case study using
this model compares the resulting impact to EVC load profiles, when con-
sidering different type-of-trips with related consumption levels and charging
opportunities, to the results with the EVC-C model that only takes into
account one type-of-trip. A difference in the result is a deeper EVC valley
in the middle of the day and increased EVC load peaks in the morning and
afternoon hours due to the different type-of-trips and related charging op-
portunity at the parking sites assumed in the case study. The result from the
case study with the EVC-D model also show that ICS with flexible PHEV
charging that postpones the charging moment, the load peaks may be miti-
gated, indicating a potential for load shifting with flexible PHEV charging
together with an opportunity of reducing PHEV utilization costs, second
fuel usage and CO2 emissions.

EVC-ER model

The EVC-ER model of UCC including static and dynamic EVC is based on
the EVC-D model and also treats all three key factors as dependent variables
and allows the charging location to be at a parking site after a type-of-trip
performed where there is a charging opportunity. In addition charging can
in this model also be made during a type-of-trip that is conducted along an
electrified road (ER). This consideration impacts the charging moment. The
case study with this model shows how the model can be used to simulate
cases of a large-scale introduction of EVs with an extensive introduction of
EVC infrastructure, or cases with a smaller amount of EVs and installed
dynamic and static EVC options. With this type of model it becomes pos-
sible to evaluate the EVC infrastructure that is suitable in order to meet
the time-dependent EVC demand for PHEVs and EVs with varying battery
sizes and second fuel tanks.
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The results from the case study implies if the ERs only are available
at some roads during some type-of-trips it is challenging to ensure that,
depending on the EVC capacity, only dynamic EVC along ERs would be
sufficient to meet the electricity demand for all trips. This is related to
that the engine power demand should be met during all trips and that
passenger cars are driven only around 10% of the time, so the charging
capacity provided along the ER would need to meet this demand at the
timing for the trips. However, with a well-developed infrastructure including
ERs, the EV batteries would not need to be fully charged before starting
a car trip, but just enough to reach an ER. The case study shows how a
dynamic EVC infrastructure along ERs results in increased mean EVC load
peaks in the middle of the day due to the EVC when the vehicle is driven
and charged at the same time. This can be compared to a case when only
static EVC at parking sites is available which results in EVC load peaks in
the morning and afternoon hours.

EVC-ER-V2G model

The EVC-ER-V2G model of UCC is based on the EVC-ER model but this
model can be used to evaluate the V2G power injection and power con-
sumption potential for different EVC infrastructure systems, including both
dynamic EVC at ERs and static EVC at parking sites. The case study ex-
emplifies how the model can be used to evaluate the time-dependent V2G
potential for both power consumption and power injection. With this type
of evaluation an opportunity arises to optimize future EVC infrastructure
systems in order to maximize the V2G potential to meet an increasing power
balancing need.

EVC-ML model

The EVC-ML model is based on the EVC-D model but in addition this
model also considers consumer preferences. When including ICS due to
for example EVC price, parking location and power production mix, it is
possible to evaluate the impact of individual EVC behavior including choices
and individual preferences in a system with an EVC infrastructure. The
case study illustrates how the model can be used to evaluate EVC consumer
preferences impact on load profiles, costs, electricity use, second fuel use and
CO2 emissions in a population with an electricity-driven vehicle fleet. Some
type of results that can be obtained and quantified using the EVC models
are illustrated in Figure 5.1.
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(c) Estimated mean electricity use, (kWh/day).
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(e) Estimated mean electricity cost,
(Euro/day).

Figure 5.1: Illustration of some type of results that can be obtained using the
EVC models with examples depending on preferences from the case study with the
EVC-ML model.

Concluding remarks

The case studies with the EVC-A and EVC-B models show that EVC at
home will create load peaks in the afternoon hours corresponding to charging
when vehicles arrive home mostly after commuting trips from work. The case
studies with the EVC-C and EVC-D models show that EVC may create
two load peaks related to the travel and parking behavior. Based on the
case study with the EVC-C it is seen that if 50% of the Swedish vehicle
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fleet was electricity-driven the estimated mean load peak in Sweden would
be increased with 1300 MW. If ICS is used by 80 % flexible rechargers,
the estimated mean load peak is reduced with 300 MW compared to the
estimated mean load peak with only UCC.

In the case study with the EVC-D model the type-of-trip is taken into
consideration and also charging opportunities of medium charging power
related to commuting trips which is the largest share of the type-of-trips
performed. This creates a deeper load valley in the middle of the day and
greater estimated mean load peaks than in the case with the EVC-C model.
The peaks are related to charging when arriving to work and charging when
arriving home after work. If 50% of the whole Swedish vehicle fleet was
electricity-driven with an EVC pattern based on the travel pattern and
charging opportunities in the case study with the EVC-D model, this cre-
ates an estimated mean load peak increase of around 2200 MW. This is
900 MW more than the estimated mean load peak increase resulting from
the UCC case modeled with the EVC-C model of 1300 MW. With the ICS
in the EVC-D model the estimated mean load peak is reduced with around
400 MW, into an increase of around 1800 MW. For comparison, if 50% of
the Swedish vehicle fleet was electricity-driven and consuming 6 TWh/year,
this would correspond to a mean consumption of around 685 MW. If in-
cluding dynamic EVC along ERs, as with the EVC-ER model, the EVC is
shifted to hours when the vehicle is performing trips, creating load peaks
mostly in the middle of the day, depending on the type-of-trips, available
charging power, and available static EVC infrastructure and battery size.
Based on estimations in the case study with the EVC-ER model for 5 kW
ERs, there would be one EVC load peak increase occurring around 12pm of
approximately 2250 MW with 50% PHEVs in Sweden with a useable battery
storage of 4 kWh. The peak overall demand is in the morning and afternoon
hours why at the middle of the day the EVC load with ERs would function
as valley filling.

If considering individual EVC preferences, as with the EVC-ML model,
the EVC is shifted to occur at hours of low EVC prices, and/or according
to other preferences such as SOC in the battery and power production mix.

This shows the importance of taking into account travel patterns, related
charging opportunities and consumer preferences when considering a large-
scale EV introduction. The modeled estimated mean EVC load peaks and
variation may be reduced with smart approaches of ICS and/or ECS and
with smart installation of static and dynamic EVC infrastructure. The
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assumptions and level of details concerning the approaches to model the
identified key factors in the mobility models for EVC are essential and will
impact the estimations of the load profiles, costs, electricity use, second
fuel use and CO2 emissions. The EVC models that consider a high level of
mobility details will be able to create a realistic estimation of a future UCC
behavior, including any parking event and or trip along an ER that may
hold a charging opportunity.

It should be emphasized that travel behavior, preferences of individuals
and also dynamic EVC infrastructure, which have tended to be neglected
in previous models, are important to consider when modeling EVC impact.
More realistic EVC models of UCC enables for more accurate estimates of
the impact on load profiles and of the potential of ICS, according to EVC
consumer preferences, and of the potential of ERs, V2G services and ECS.

The travel behavior estimations in the model was validated by comparing
the output to another statistical set in the travel behavior data (RES0506)
in Paper VII, however the EVC behavior can not be validated until real
world data exists of EV travels, EVC infrastructure and charging behavior.

The models make it possible to make estimations that can be used to
plan for a suitable EVC infrastructure that meets engine power demands and
mobility demands of all type-of-trips with passenger vehicles. The models
can also be used to study the impact on the EVC load profiles due to other
types of electrified vehicles, such as trucks, buses and taxis.

5.2 Future work

In future work it would be interesting to investigate the EVC impact on the
power grid also by modeling the distribution power grid, including (active
and reactive) power flows, considering UCC, ICS and also including BiC.
Depending on the purpose of such a study, this type of modeling could be
combined with any of the EVC models presented in this work. Moreover, the
EVC models could be advantageous to combine with models of geographical
charging locations, to estimate expected charging load profiles in different
areas. In this case it would be of interest to include statistics of known
and/or planned, EV ownership in these areas together with the amounts of
related charging outlets at home and work and also charging stations.

The EVC-ML model could be combined with a model of the physical
grid to find geographic EVC impact distributions when individual EV user
preferences are included. The EVC-ER model could be extended and used
to identify which roads that advantageously could be electrified, and used in
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a further investigation to evaluate and compare the cost for different com-
binations of dynamic and static EVC infrastructure, and how these would
impact the load profiles in different areas.

The models do not so far consider that the individual know how they will
travel in future time steps and this would be interesting to consider. The
models could be extended to allow for changes in travel behavior in order
to meet preferences of energy source, for example by allowing individual to
plan the trips for parking and charge instead of switching to second fuel
when the SOC is low.

The mobility modeling could also be beneficial to combine with models of
the battery management system in the vehicle in order to optimize the use of
the battery according to driving habits including charging and regenerative
breaking.

The models could also be extended to include the possibility to choose
among different charging alternatives, for example fast charging, slow charg-
ing or second fuel refill, at a parking site or along an ER and how to make
the choice between them. In addition the possibility to discharge the battery
to the power grid can also be added as an alternative that the individual
preference has an impact on.

If data were to be found of times when a PHEV would inject power to the
grid, the EVC models could also be used to model how the vehicle battery
could be used for V2G. The opportunity of using V2G in order to provide
ancillary services to the grid could be studied. In these cases an actor that
aggregates the charging among several EVs could be considered in order to
mitigate unbalance in the power grid, creating additional value to the EV
user. It could valuable to combine the EVC models with forecast models of
wind and solar power production in order to find the potential to mitigate
future variations in the electrical system with a large-scale introduction of
renewable power production.

Furthermore, the EVC-B model could be used in case studies for load
shaving and demand side management by identifying movable activities.
The model could be used to investigate for which activities, and how, load
shifting would impact the household load profile and how load peaks may be
reduced with ICS and/or ECS. With further extensions of the EVC-B model
the benefits of using an EV to provide back-up power to the household via
vehicle-to-home (V2H) could be studied. This could be advantageous to be
able to do if having an EV.

It would be interesting in future work to validate all EVC models by
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comparing them with measured real world EV travel and charging behavior
when there exist a sufficient amount of EVs on the roads, charging infras-
tructures and statistics concerning them. It would also be interesting to
validate the EVC-ML model by estimating choice probabilities for future
real world EVC response data to confirm that the model can be used to
estimate the potential of having price-sensitive and signal-responsive EVC
in the electrical system.
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